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Abstract
Increasing data-centric nature of compute has motivated the need for overcoming the von
Neumann memory-access bottleneck. Multi-functional beyond-CMOS have shown a great
potential in uniquely complementing and augmenting the compute capability by utilizing
emerging paradigms like on-chip memory and brain-inspired computing. In this work, we focus
on first understanding the physics of devices that show S-type negative differential resistance
behavior (S-NDR) and then engineering them for use in emerging memory (RRAM, selectors)
and compute (oscillators for simulated annealing, neural networks, physically obfuscated keys)
architectures.
To understand the electro-thermal dynamics of filament formation in metal- semiconductor/oxide
-metal (MSM) stacks, we first develop a novel high-speed transient thermometry. This reveals a
two-step current localization and nucleation process that is responsible for forming or threshold
switching in these MSM stacks. This current localization event manifests as S-NDR in these
devices, which we explore to variously understand threshold switching and oscillatory behavior.
We also apply the developed nano-scale thermometry to resistive switching memory devices to
extract the role of temperature in the switching process. After establishing self-consistency with
microstructural changes under a TEM, we estimate the filament size and evolution with bias and
current compliance.
In order to use these S-NDR devices as threshold switches and oscillators, we show for the first
time, stack-engineering by changing the material composition, the electrode material and ballasttypes to achieve > 500 MHz frequency, < 50 W power, 0.6 V voltage-swing operation as a
compact 1T1R oscillator, < 1 V operation, < 1 pA leakage current, ON-OFF ratio of > 106, and a
JON,max of > 1 MA/cm2 for a threshold switch. Finally, using this engineered device, we show
demonstrations of oscillator coupling and phase control, injection-locking and noise-reduction.
On understanding the role of circuit parasitics on the oscillator behavior, we propose directlyconnected simulated annealing for < 100 fJ/compute image feature extraction engine. The
application of these oscillators in oscillatory neural networks (ONNs) and entropy sources for
generating physically obfuscated keys (POKs) is also explored.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1

Increasing data-centric nature of computation has motivated the need for overcoming the
memory-access bottleneck, also known as the von Neumann bottleneck. In massively parallel
computational tasks, such as pattern recognition, conventional computing architectures have
insufficient power efficiency for energy constrained environments. Thus, multi-functional
beyond-CMOS have shown a great potential in uniquely complementing and augmenting the
compute capability by utilizing emerging paradigms like on-chip memory and brain-inspired
computing. By design, modern computer architecture assumes spatio-temporal locality of data
and hence tries to maximize the data loaded in cache located on chip. If the desired data is not
found in cache, it has to go off-chip to access the main memory (DRAM) and eventually storage
(HDD/SSD). The latencies associated with data access range from ns for SRAMs and DRAM;
and ms scale for HDDs. Most of this delay comes from transit delay associated with going offchip or from mechanical access. This problem is exacerbated in data-intensive applications like
image processing. Two possible methods of resolving this problem are: (1) Integrating a storage
class memory at the backend of the line (BEOL) [1] or (2) Parallelizing compute using braininspired graphical methods [2]. As flash scaling is reaching its limits [3]-[5], newer memories
like resistive random access memory (RRAM) and magnetic random access memory (MRAM)
are being looked at, as a storage-class flash replacement and DRAM replacement [1]
respectively. Similarly, some of the emerging devices like Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), RRAM
and S-type negative differential resistance (S-NDR) oscillators can be utilized as a BEOL
graphical processing engine for increased compute parallelism. These unique devices exhibit
physical and electrical properties that make them uniquely suited to improve compute without
the need for the expensive wafer stacking using interposers and through-Si-vias (TSVs).
Moreover, because the operation of these devices involves a fundamentally different mechanism
2

than, for instance, trransistors, th
hey can enab
ble novel m
methods of ccompute for which CMO
OS is
comparattively inefficcient.
Transisto
ors, which form
f
the baasic building block of modern eleectronics, show tremenndous
versatility
y as multi-ffunctional devices.
d
In quest for annother multti-functional device thaat can
complem
ment modern
n computation, we will focus thiss work on devices thaat exhibit S
S-type
negative differential resistance or
o S-NDR. This
T
work w
will attempt to interrogaate these S--NDR
devices to
t explore th
heir potentiall as a transisstor-like buillding block. Figure 1.1 sshows a typiical IV schematic of a dev
vice with S-N
NDR charactteristics.

Fig. 1.1: Figure show
wing schematic I-V chaaracteristics of an S-ND
DR device. T
The inset shoows a
schematic circuit diagram and staack that is ussed to gener ate the I-V.

n Fig. 1.1 is a leaky metaal-insulator--metal stack.. As fabricatted, these deevices
The deviice shown in
have a veery high resiistance (also
o referred to as the pre-foormed or OF
FF state), as shown in thhe I-V
curve at low biasess and curren
nts. In this regime, thhe resistancee (V/R) andd the differeential
3

resistance (dV/dI) are both positive. As the source bias is increased for this circuit beyond the
labeled threshold or forming voltage, Vth,form, the device enters a negative differential resistance
regime where the voltage across the device decreases as the current increases. If the bias is
increased further, the device again reverts to a positive differential resistance, with a much lower
resistance than the OFF state. This regime is known as the ON-state. Previous works [6] have
proposed that the OFF-state corresponds to uniform conduction through the device whereas the
ON-state corresponds to the device conducting locally. Associated with this localization event,
the electrical properties of the device can thus be tuned temporarily or permanently. As the SNDR element is a simple MIM/MSM stack, they can be integrated in large and dense cross-point
arrays [11] with of minimum-pitch (4F2 footprint) that the lithography can provide. Moreover, as
the conduction mechanism of these devices is filamentary in nature in the ON-state, they can be
scaled to very small footprints of ~ 10 nm [9].
In this work, we focus on first understanding the physics of devices that show S-type negative
differential resistance behavior (S-NDR) and then engineering them for use in emerging memory
(RRAM, selectors) and compute (oscillators for simulated annealing, neural networks, physically
obfuscated keys) architectures. The central idea is to integrate the working of S-NDR devices as
memory units with their oscillatory response under the same framework.

1.1. Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM)
RRAM devices generally have a very simple metal/oxide/metal heterostructure as shown in
Figure 1.2, akin to the S-NDR devices explained in the previous section. The oxide thickness is
usually in the range of 2-50 nm. Over the last few years, many different oxides have been found
4

to display
y resistance switching characteristic
c
cs. TiOx, HffOx, TaOx, N
NiOx, AlOx, SiOx [7], etcc. are
just a few
w exampless of this. Pt,, Ti, TiN, and
a Al are ssome of thee typical meetals used foor the
electrodees. The resisstance switcching in theese devices is typically representedd by the currrentvoltage (II-V) curve sh
hown in Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.2: A typical RRAM
R
device (in this example
e
TaO
Ox) undergoing formingg (black), RE
ESET
(blue) an
nd SET (red), alongside common
c
visualization off the physicaal origin of rresistance chhange
in form of
o filament connection an
nd disconnecction.

These deevices do not start off ass being resisstive switchiing memoriees; they havee to go throuugh a
one-time programmiing process known as forming orr electroform
ming. The forming process
gh voltage pulse that cauuses the oxiide to breakddown and foorm a
involves the applicattion of a hig
conductiv
ve filament that shunts the
t two mettal electrode s, causing thhe resistancee to decrease [8].
The LRS
S correspond
ds to the shu
unted conducctive filamennt. This filam
ment can bee disconnecteed by
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applying a voltage of the opposite polarity (referred to as RESET). Once the conductive filament
is disconnected, the device resistance increases, and the device is said to be in the HRS.
Applying a voltage of the same polarity as forming, causes the device to revert back to the LRS
(referred to as SET). The device can now be cycled between the two states. The nature of the
conductive filament is still a matter of debate. Typically, the conductive filament is assumed to
be made up of a reduced oxide (sub-oxide) phase that is conductive in nature, often referred to as
an agglomeration of oxygen vacancies (absence of oxygen atoms).
As memory (RRAM), these resistive switching devices have shown to offer great potential in
terms of compactness & scalability [9], endurance [10], integration [11] and power efficiency
[9]-[10]. Additionally, despite being an area of research since past 4-5 decades, it still continues
to generate exciting questions regarding the fundamental nature of electronic conduction and
ionic motion. While a huge corpus of research exists in dielectric breakdown phenomenon and
resistive switching, one of the most significant challenges associated with commercialization of
RRAM is the lack of depth in understanding the resistive switching physics, thus resulting in
several often circumstantially degenerate models with limited predictive ability [12]-[15]. In this
work, we will develop novel electro-thermal characterization techniques that can guide existing
models. In this work, we will discuss how the forming process, which is central to the device
operation as a memory (post-forming), is a natural extension of the S-NDR behavior that these
devices exhibit pre-forming. As per the explanation of S-NDR behavior from the previous
section, the devices that undergo forming process are biased in the ON-state of the S-NDR I-V
curve. If the ON-state is maintained even after the bias has been removed, it implies that the
devices has permanently changed, or formed or ‘memory switched’. If the ON-state is volatile,
the device in ON-state is considered to be ‘threshold switched’. This will help us in addressing
6

the challenges associated with the physical understanding of the forming and subsequently
switching process. Specifically, this work will attempt to examine the following questions: (1)
What are the steps preceding the forming process? (2) What initiates vacancy migration? (3)
What are the peak temperatures reached during the forming and switching process? (4) What is
the role of temperature in the conductive filament formation and vacancy migration during
forming and switching? (5) What controls the peak filament size during forming and switching?
(6) What is the role of temperature in endurance failure of RRAM devices?
1.2. S-NDR Oscillators
Using the preliminary understanding of resistive switching obtained in the initial course of this
study; we will also explore the possibility of using a similar device stack as an oscillator for
brain-inspired oscillatory neural networks. These oscillatory elements utilize threshold switching
phenomenon that exists in several sub-stoichiometric transition metal oxides, a phenomenon
often associated with electronic localization effects that eventually lead to oxide breakdown [16].
Specifically, when the devices are biased in the negative differential resistance regime, they
exhibit sustained relaxation oscillations, as shown in Figure 1.3 (intersection of the green dotted
line with the I-V shows the bias-point corresponding to oscillatory behavior). Similarly, if the
devices are biased to a higher current value in the ON-state, the device will undergo threshold
switching i.e. settle to an ON-state. Depending on the material parameters (whether or not it
undergoes forming or not), the device will remain in the ON-state till the bias is maintained, a
phenomena referred to as threshold switching. Once the bias is removed, the device will revert
back to the unformed OFF-state (violet dotted line represents the bias point required for
threshold switching).
7

Fig. 1.3: I-V schemaatic of an S-N
NDR device oscillatory aand thresholld switching bias-points.
Figure 1..4 shows thee coexistencee of oscillato
ory (black) aand thresholdd switching (red) responnse in
these dev
vices.

Fig. 1.4: Coexistencee of oscillato
ory and thresshold switchhing responsee in a typicaal S-NDR device.
hold switchees, these dev
vice find app
plications ass two-terminnal thresholdd switch seleectors
As thresh
for crosss-point mem
mories [17]. As oscillato
ors, these deevices thus sserve as intteresting buiilding
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blocks for large arrays, offering the possibility of coupling, compactness, and power efficiency in
oscillator networks. However, the major challenges faced by this class of devices are: (1) Lack of
physical understanding of the threshold-switching/oscillatory response, (2) High voltage and
power needed to operate these devices, and (3) Poor understanding of co-design needed between
device design and circuit topology connected to the device. This work will use TaOx as a
demonstration vehicle to show co-existence of memory switching, threshold switching and
oscillations. Current attempts at engineering these devices for low-power and high-performance
have met with limited success. In this thesis, we will generate an understanding of these
oscillatory devices so as to engineer them for low-power and high-performance. Specifically, this
thesis will explore the following questions: (1) What determines the transience of the ON-state?
(2) How are threshold switches/oscillators different from memory switches? (3) What sets the
performance metrics of the oscillator and how can it be modified?
1.3. Organization of thesis document
This document consists of a total of six chapters and a conclusion. The first chapter introduces
the concept of S-NDR and its relationship with RRAM devices and oscillators. Detailed
literature survey is intentionally left out to maintain high-level simplicity; literature will be
surveyed at the beginning of each chapter for details. As the final goal is to attempt to shed light
on the multi-functionality of the S-NDR element, we will first attempt at understanding the
physics behind the device operation. This involves the understanding of the threshold
switching/forming process. The forming process controls the filament diameter and its
properties; however, it is a failure mechanism for threshold switches and oscillators that are
created out of S-NDR devices. Chapter 2 will discuss the reversibility of the filament formation
9

during the formation process, thus clearly separating the difference in forming and threshold
switching/oscillations. For this purpose, we develop a novel high-speed thermometry to
understand the process of localization and the associated temperature excursions. In Chapter 3,
we use the same thermometry to determine the filament properties (size, temperature, electrical
properties etc.) of an RRAM device in the LRS. Thermometry in switched devices enables us to
understand the role of temperature in switching, the microstructural changes that accompany
these temperature excursions and failure mechanisms.
Chapter 4 revisits the S-NDR devices and discusses the origins of oscillations in TaOx-based
devices, clearly highlighting origin of frequency control, the role of parasitics and ballasts on the
oscillation response. The devices explained in Chapter 4 cannot be used as is, for computation;
they have to be engineered for low-power and high performance. Chapter 5 delves into the stackengineering of TaOx –based oscillators to yield the best-in-class oscillator (in terms of power and
performance) and explores its use in oscillatory neural networks (ONNs). While compact
oscillators provide unique advantage for dense array implementations, the CMOS circuitry
around ONNs makes the implementation both power and area inefficient. We also discuss
scalability in area and power, and variability in these oscillators. Thus Chapter 6 discusses how
these oscillators can be directly coupled using unique physics that maintains the temporary ONstate in presence of coupling elements like capacitors. With this, we demonstrate for the first
time, coupled oscillator pair with full phase coupling and control using transistors. To overcome
some of the challenges discussed in Chapters 2, 4 and 5, we demonstrate injection-locking in
these oscillators. This enables us to program the initial phase of these oscillators using a global
clock and reduce the drift in frequency due to aging. In order to simulate dense parallel systems
with these oscillators, we first develop a SPICE model of these relaxation oscillators using van
10

der Pol’s formalism, which is a second order non-linear differential equation. Using this
equation, we then construct a fully connected oscillator network and program it for robust image
feature extraction engine. Using similar concepts, we finally demonstrate a full simulation of a
stereo vision engine that utilizes the unique parallelism that is offered by the oscillator arrays to
efficiently implement data and smoothness costs. A full scale foundry PDK and data driven
SPICE simulation is described to understand the unique advantages that these networks offer for
energy minimization-type problems.
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Chapter 2
Forming in Binary Metal Oxide-based Resistive
Switching Memory

12

2.1. Introduction to forming
Binary oxide-based resistive switching devices have shown a great potential as the nextgeneration non-volatile Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) elements [18]. These
memory cells are based on changes in resistance thought to be due to the change in the
stoichiometry of the oxide which typically becomes more conductive when deficient in oxygen
[19]. It is now well established that the change of resistivity occurs only locally within a small
diameter filament [7]. The switching between high and low resistance states (OFF and ON states,
respectively) is thought as due to changes of the vertical extent of the filament [7],[20] or a
formation of a lateral constriction within the filament [21]. Before a device can be switched, it
has to undergo an initialization process referred to as the electroforming or simply the forming
step. During this process, a voltage is applied to the device resulting in the creation of an metallic
filament in the initially uniformly conducting device. Even though the forming establishes the
active area of the device and determines many of its characteristics, very few reports have
addressed the complex details of this process [22]-[25].
Recent experimental results on oxide-based devices indicate that the formation of a permanent
conducting filament is not instantaneous. Instead, after application of a bias pulse, the device
retains its high resistance for the time referred as the incubation time after which the resistance
rapidly decreases. This process is associated with current localization, as the initially uniform
current flow spontaneously localizes to a narrow filament. The incubation time is strongly
dependent on applied voltage and temperature [26],[27]. It was also observed that the initial
decrease of resistance is volatile i.e. if the voltage pulse is terminated soon after the drop of
resistance (typically less than 1 μs), the device will return to its original highly resistive
13

unformed state. Only after the voltage is maintained for sufficiently long time, does the
resistance change become permanent [24]. Similar phenomenon is well documented in
chalcogenide-based phase change memory (PCM) where volatile resistance drop is referred to as
threshold switching (with retention times of less than 1 μs) and is distinctly different from
memory switching (with retention time of years) [28],[29].
The dynamics of the switching process is best described by a classical nucleation switching
theory [31] applied in the past to interpret the results on chalcogenide [30] and oxide devices
[31]-[34]. We note that the model is universal and has been applied to describe phase transitions
of different physical nature, both involving the amorphous-crystalline transition in chalcogenides
and those involving electronic changes, for example, Mott transitions in strongly correlated
oxides [33]-[34]. However, it must be noted that the nucleation model does not specify the exact
nature of the conductive phase. Thus, this phase could be either an electronic phase or a
structural distortion. The model is briefly described here for the reader's convenience. It
interprets the sudden drop in resistance as due to the nucleation of a conductive second phase
inclusion in the functional layer under bias. This inclusion changes the free energy of the system,
∆G, by:

G  A    WE

(2.1)

where the first term describes the energy of the interface between the two phases with A being
the nucleus surface area and  being the interface energy per unit area. The second term is a
volumetric change, with  being the free energy difference between the insulating and
conducting phases per unit volume, and  is the nucleus volume. This term, if μ is negative, can
lead to spontaneous nucleation of the conductive phase at elevated temperatures in absence of the
14

field. In the dielectric materials here, the nucleation model could describe the transition between
the insulating disordered oxygen vacancies phase, and the small inclusion of conductive phase
consisting of ordered vacancies. This inclusion can nucleate at any non-uniformity in the
material, and will grow into a filament when the growth is thermodynamically favorable. The
reduction of an energy barrier for a formation of a vacancy pair when two vacancies are close
has been theoretically predicted for oxide materials, supporting that cluster and ordered
vacancies filament formation is energetically favorable. Clustering was experimentally observed
in TiO2 single crystals with applied bias and ordered vacancy phases known as Magnéli phases
had been observed in TiO2-based RRAM devices [19]. Although the oxygen-vacancy model
appears to be the leading interpretation of resistance switching in oxides, we do not want to
exclude the possibility that the conducting phase is of different, as of yet unidentified, nature.
One such possible phase transition would be an insulator-metal Mott transition in Ti and Ta
suboxides. The nucleation of the inclusion of the critical size R0 is delayed by the incubation
time due to nucleation barrier (W0 in Fig. 2.1) associated. The last term in Eq. (2.1) is the
electrostatic energy associated with the conductive ‘inclusion’ (as shown in Figure 2.1 (b)) in the
charged parallel plate capacitor. This term grows more negative with the applied electric field
and causes the nucleation barrier to decrease (Weff in Fig. 2.1). The barrier reduction lowers the
incubation time. In parallel with decreasing the barrier, the electric field causes the size of the
nucleus corresponding to the maximum of energy to shrink (Reff < R0). This has important
consequences. For example, if the statistical fluctuation in the functional layer under bias
produced a nucleus with size R < Reff, such nucleus is expected to dissolve. Only the larger nuclei
(R > Reff) should be stable and grow in the presence of field. It is evident that the inclusion
which, in the presence of field, is stable and starts to grow (Reff < R < R0), would become
15

subcriticaal and disso
olve if the bias is remov
ved. This, inn the nucleaation switchiing model, iis the
origin off the initial volatility of th
he ON state..

Fig. 2.1: (a) Free-energy curve showing
s
the lowering off barrier in ppresence of ffield (from W0 to
e
incllusion assum
med in the fieeld-induced nnucleation thheory.
Weff). (b)) A prolate ellipsoid

When a filament gro
ows sufficien
ntly large, itt becomes nnon-volatile,, i.e. stable aafter the extternal
field is reemoved. Thee temporal dynamics
d
of nucleation
n
sw
witching cann be describeed as follow
ws:
exxp

((2.2)

Where, Weff is a nuccleation barrrier, given by the maxim
mum of the free energyy ∆G in Eq. (2.1)
along thee nucleation
n trajectory. At high voltages, this expression can be apprroximated by the
simple an
nalytic expreession:

 W0 V0 

k V 
 kT

   0 exp 

V  V0 

(2.3)

Here, V0 is the volttage acceleraation factor (a constantt expressed in Volts annd approxim
mately
independ
dent of devicce voltage and
a temperatture). The tterm W0 reppresents the barrier heigght at
zero applied voltagee. Its value is determin
ned by the vvolumetric (μμ) and interrfacial (σ) ennergy
densities. T is the dev
vice temperaature and τo is
i the attemppt frequencyy.
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In this chapter, we have measured the incubation time (τ) as a function of applied bias and stage
temperature for TaOx and TiOx crossbar devices, extracted the activation energy for the
incubation time as a function of applied voltage, and applied a nucleation model which was
extended to include a self-heating effect in dielectric film to explain the data. We find that the
model very well describes the complex functional dependence of τ(V, T). The extracted
parameters of the nucleation switching model are compared with data available from other
experiments. To understand the nature of the forming process better, we also conduct DC testing
of RRAM devices in the presence of resistive ballast to understand the process of filamentation
that precedes the forming process. The complex functional dependence of temperature and
voltage are then utilized to estimate the temperature as the device undergoes filament formation
process.

2.2. Experimental Techniques
The devices used in this study were TaOx- and TiOx-based metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
crossbars designed specifically for high-speed pulse forming experiments. The vertical MIM
stacks consisted of 15 nm Pt / 60 nm TaOx / 5 nm Ta / 10 nm Pt and 15 nm Pt / 15 nm TiOx /5
nm Ti/ 10 nm Pt, respectively. The top view of the device at two different magnifications is
shown in Fig. 2.2 (a) and (b). The devices have been designed to be a matched 50 Ω air-coplanar
waveguide in a Ground-Signal-Ground configuration. Moreover, 50  characteristic impedance
as seen from the source (pulse generator), the oscilloscope port, and the 2.92 mm cables (40 GHz
bandwidth) ensured that the pulse consistency was maintained and there were no parasitic
reflections. The switching dynamics was measured using a time domain transmissometry (TDT)
17

(in orderr to get bettter measurem
ment accuraacy than tim
me domain rreflectometryy) method w
which
allows fo
or monitoring
g high-speed
d transients without
w
interrference of pparasitic refllections [35].

Fig. 2.2: (a) SEM im
mage of thee device. (b)) Top view of the air-coplanar wavveguide (AC
CPW)
device with
w GSG RF
F probes with
h a pitch of 100 µm (23 in the imagge is the devvice ID). (c) Time
Domain Transmissom
T
metry 50  RF
R setup sch
hematic.

Figurre 2.2 (c) shows a schem
matic of the TDT setup. In TDT expperiment, a ppulse is launnched
from a pu
ulse generato
or into one of
o the three ports
p
of a ressistive poweer splitter. Paart of the signal is
then prop
pagated to one
o of the osscilloscope channels
c
whhere it servess as the refeerence or inccident
signal. The third porrt of the pow
wer splitter iss connected to the devicce through m
microwave prrobes
and finally terminatees at an oscilloscope portt with 50 Ω impedance. Part of signnal that is inccident
on the deevice is refleected back while
w
the rem
maining partt is transmittted to one oof the channeels of
the oscillloscope. Thu
us, the oscillloscope can record bothh the incidennt and the traansmitted w
waves.
Knowing
g these, one can calculatte the transm
mission coeffficient (τ) annd knowing the characteeristic
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impedancce of the lin
ne (Z0), onee can extractt the voltagee across thee device, thee current floowing
through the device and
a the resiistance transsient at the device. Morre details abbout the settup is
explained
d in Append
dix A.

Figure
F
2.3: Bright-field
B
TEM imagee of the sam
mple with
FFT
F
pattern
n as an inset shhowing am
morphous
microstructur
m
re.

The functional films
f
were deposited
d
att room tempperature andd because oof that shoulld be
amorphous. This wass verified by
y a high-reso
olution TEM
M. Fig. 2.3 shhows a HR T
TEM image oof the
structure while the in
nset shows a Fast Fouriier Transform
rm pattern of the functioonal layer im
mage.
The lack
k of any disccernible direectional inten
nsity changees indicates the amorphoous nature oof the
film.
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2.3. DC Forming
F

Fig. 2.4: Obseervation of negative differential resistance (NDR) inn Ta2O5-x. (a)
Electrofo
ormation witth a ‘snap’ observed
o
in samples witth 100  serries resistancce (black traace).
This is prevented
p
by
y using a larrge source resistance
r
(reed trace). Sttable and reeversible currrent
filamentaation causess the devicee I-V to sh
how negative differentiaal resistancee (NDR), ppostbifurcatio
on. The threee color-zon
nes indicate uniform coonduction (bblue), thermal filamentaation
(green) and
a filamentt collapse (y
yellow). Inseet on the rigght shows a schematic oof the changge in
conductin
ng area as the device is driven to
o filamentattion. (b) Ciircuit schem
matic shows the
experimeental setup with
w VM repreesenting the device voltaage.

Figurre 2.4 show
ws four quassi-DC I-V ch
haracteristiccs obtained from a singgle crossbarr-type
Pt/Ta2O5/Pt device. The
T two curv
ves were obttained using different vaalues of seriees resistor, Rs (the
circuit scchematic is shown
s
in Fig
g. 2.4(b)). Th
he measurem
ments were m
made by sweeeping the soource
voltage while
w
measuring the volttage across the
t device ( Vm in the figgure). Becauuse increasinng the
series resistance in the
t circuit decreases
d
th
he slope of tthe load-linee (which is -1/RS), a hhigher
voltage from
f
the sourrce is needed
d to reach th
he same I-V ppoint of the device. The black line m
marks
the I-V ob
btained with
h RS = 100 .
 Starting att low voltagees, the curvee increases ssuper-linearlyy and
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then at 5.75 V snaps back (electroforms) leaving the device in the low resistance ON state. The
decrease of resistance is permanent although the device can be switched between ON and OFF
states repeatedly. The current value after the snap-back for the RS = 100  case, reaches about
180 µA due to the current compliance (with a likely overshoot during snap-back). The
electroformation event is effectively instantaneous on the time scale of the source meter response
with no intermediate states recorded. The red I-V curve which was collected beforehand, does
not show a permanent change and can be retraced for decreasing source voltage. The red curve
corresponds to RS = 34 k (standard ohmic resistors of 33.7 k chosen for experimental
convenience; ~300  added extracted by calibrating for the resistance of pad and cross-bar
traces). At low voltages, it follows the same path as the one for RS = 100  but extends to higher
current values without forming. At about 6 V, the I-V trace gradually bends back forming a part
of an S-type curve characteristic of current-controlled negative differential resistance (CC-NDR).
The presence of CC-NDR usually indicates the presence of an instability that can lead to the
spontaneous formation of localized high current density filaments within the device [6]. This
phenomenon is characteristic of nonlinear dynamic systems and is often referred to as
bifurcation. This also implies that the system will ‘snap’ to a low resistance state (in this case,
the current runaway will result in permanent change of resistance i.e. forming) whenever the
total differential resistance becomes negative (equation 2.4). By increasing the source resistance
(RS), one can limit the range of voltages corresponding to negative total differential resistance
(dVS/dI) and increase the range accessible to testing. This enables the device to support a stable
filament and a corresponding negative differential resistance (dVD/dI negative). At sufficiently
large RS, the total differential resistance becomes positive (due to dVRS/dI positive) and the snap
can be prevented altogether.
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(2.4)
In other words, if th
he dVRS/dI is
i not large enough (duue to small RS), the devvice will filaament
instantan
neously, as itt goes throu
ugh a snap. The
T differennt types of I--V in Figuree 1 are, thereefore,
fully con
nsistent with each other and
a can be ex
xplained witthout invokiing any channges of the ddevice
structure. In other words,
w
the RS enables uss to stabilizee the pre-foorming I-V bby stabilizinng the
electronic filament and
a defines the
t I-V path of the devicce post-bifurrcation. Thiss makes the postbifurcatio
on I-V distin
nct in each caase.
While the data in
n Fig. 2.4 weere obtained on Ta2O5-x--based devicces, we have observed siimilar
behavior in other switching oxid
des. Figure 2.5
2 and 2.6 ppresent the reesults obtainned on Pt/TiO2/Pt
devices. Figure 2.5(aa) shows a ty
ypical formiing I-V withh the source rresistance of 700 . Iniitially
highly reesistive devicce exhibits forming
f
at 4.7
4 V with thhe device foormed to higgh resistance OFF
state. The dashed lin
ne in the figu
ure correspo
onds to the lload line. T
The electrofoormation of TiO2
devices frequently leads
l
to ch
hanges in th
he top electtrode morphhology withh several grroups
reporting
g craters forrming at thee location off the filamennt [36],[37]. The changges in the ddevice
shown in
n (a) were imaged by Scanning
S
Eleectron Micrroscopy (SE
EM) using a through-thee-lens
detector (Figure 2.5
5(b) and (cc)). The low
w magnificaation imagee shows a horizontal sstripe
correspon
nding the to
o bottom electrode and much
m
brightter the verticcal top electtrode stripe. The
most visible feature is the dark dot with a bright edgee located in the lower lleft corner oof the
active arrea. The dott is surround
ded by a brright "halo" . The high magnificatioon image off this
feature iss shown in Figure
F
2.5(cc). It is quitee apparent thhat the darkk dot correspponds to thee area
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where platinum film delaminated
d exposing the
t functionaal layer undeerneath. This could be ddue to
either loccal melting of the metaal or solid sttate diffusioon at elevateed temperatuures. It is w
widely
accepted that such features
f
form
m at the loccation of thee filament. T
The "halo" shows a conntrast
characterristic of poly
ycrystalline grains
g
in a metal.
m
The c enter portionn has grain ssize of abouut 100
nm (as measured
m
by an SEM) grradually tapering down to 10 nm tooward the eddge. We inteerpret
this conttrast as the result
r
of Jou
ule heating in
i a small ddiameter filam
ament and thhe resulting grain
growth in the Pt eleectrode. By limiting thee current ovvershoot duriing electrofo
formation wee can
eliminatee the delamin
nation of Pt but all of ou
ut electroform
med TiO2 deevices show signs of the halo.

Fig. 2.5: (a) Electroforming I-V charactteristics of tthe Pt/TiO2//Pt 5 μm crooss-bar deviice
with the source resisttance of 700
0 . (b) SEM
M image usinng through-llens detectorr of the deviice
after elecctroforming and (c) a hiigh magnificcation imagee of the low
wer left corneer of the sam
me
device.

Figure 2.6 shows thee I-V characcteristics of a similar TiiO2 crossbarr obtained w
with RS = 4.77 k.
The overrall I-V shaape is simillar to that obtained
o
onn Ta2O5-x saamples withh clear CC--NDR
behavior and a distin
nct change of
o slope in th
he upper parrt of the curvve at 2 V. Inn the later part to
this repo
ort, we interrpret such ch
hange as du
ue to two diifferent mecchanisms coontributing tto the
increase of conductiv
vity with ap
pplied bias, namely
n
therm
mal and elecctronic. SEM
M micrograaph in
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the inset shows the contrast
c
of the
t top electtrode after thhe test. The contrast acrross the device is
uniform with the excception of a bright circu
ular area witth the diameeter of abouut 0.7 μm loocated
near the left edge off the device. The feature has all charracteristics oof the halo sshown in Figg. 2.5
and is consistent with
h current con
nstriction to a small diam
meter filameent associatedd with NDR
R. The
above ob
bservations indicate
i
that the voltag
ge and temperature non--linearity is characteristtic of
most resiistive switch
hing oxides.

Fig. 2.6: Negative diifferential reesistance obsserved in 20 nm thick TiiO2-x cross-bbar with RS = 700
. SEM image (inseet) shows th
he evidence of the curreent constricttion in the C
CC-NDR vooltage
range.

2.4. Reveersibility off Forming Process
P
Addition
nal insight in
nto the dynaamics of thee electroform
mation proceess and current filamenttation
was obtaained using time
t
domain
n transmisso
ometry (TDT
T) (detailed description in the Appeendix
A). It mu
ust be noted that TDT is a techniquee that enablees delivery oof high-fideliity voltage ppulses
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to the deevice and reeading off the
t transmittted voltage pulses andd current thrrough the ddevice
without any
a parasitic overshootts. For the pulse
p
forminng experimeent, we use constant vooltage
pulses ap
pplied acrosss the devicee and a 100
0  resistannce connecteed in series. TDT allow
ws for
monitorin
ng the chang
ge of voltag
ge across thee device andd current as a function oof time. Idenntical
devices can be form
med at a wide
w
range of
o voltages,, with loweer voltages requiring loonger
incubatio
on time beforre the devicee undergoes the electrofo
formation [255].

Fig. 2.7: Pulsed
P
electroforming experiments. (a) Voltage dynamics oobtained by ppulsing the ddevice
repeatedly
y (1 throug
gh 4) with different pu
ulse durations for the same Ta2O5-x device. Large
resistancee change ob
bserved witthout any permanent
p
cchange untill pulse 4 ((b) Similar pulse
reversibiliity experimeents on TiO
O2-x show morphologica
m
al changes ((shown in (c)) due to hhigher
power disssipation com
mpared to Taa2O5-x.
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Fig. 2.7(a) shows the voltage across the device as a function of time. Each curve corresponds to
the trace during a single voltage pulse applied to the same Ta2O5-x device. In this experiment,
each pulse had the same amplitude but slightly different duration, allowing for the interruption of
the process at different stages, a few nanoseconds prior to the completion of forming. As the
pulses applied brought about reversible changes (explained below), we were able to use the same
device for the entire experiment. The oscilloscope trace started at t = 0 with a fast rise if the
voltage due to the leading edge of the applied pulse (not shown). This was followed by a gradual
decrease of voltage (initial negative slope) which is associated with decrease of device resistance
due to Joule heating. It must be noted here that, while the device has high resistance (~1 M) at
low biases, it shows a low resistance (~ 5 k) at high biases (~ 11 V across the device),
following a strong voltage non-linearity (R  V-2), as shown in Figure 2.7(b). This part of the
transient can be accurately simulated using known materials parameters and assuming uniform
current flow, [discussed in Appendix A for Ta2O5-x]. The bump at 38 ns is due to a parasitic
pulse reflection in the system while the rapid drop between 45 and 55 ns corresponds to the
beginning of the electroformation process (and we arrest the pulse at different points, in this
range). We assert this based on the magnitude of the resistance change of the device. For
example, the device resistance during pulse 4 (green curve in Fig. 2.7(a)) at the onset of the rapid
drop is 5 k and the resistance value at the point of pulse termination is 250 . This change is
too big to be explained by thermal effects in the uniform conduction regime. Moreover, while
there was no permanent change of the device resistance after pulses 1-3 terminating before the
completion of the process, the device was formed after the pulse 4. The resistance did not
recover and remained at the 250  level after the pulse. The conclusion here is that the rapid
drop in resistance in Fig. 2.7(a) does correspond to the electroformation process. The initial part
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of the sharp reduction of resistance is volatile and therefore has to be electronic in nature rather
than one involving atomic motion.
The results of the similar experiment performed on TiO2-x devices are presented in Figure 2.7(b).
Each voltage transient and the corresponding SEM image were collected on a different but
nominally identical device and each device was exposed to only one pulse. Different devices
were used in this experiment for the ease of SEM imaging, while making sure that the incubation
time before resistance change (reversible forming, akin to Ta2O5-x) is the same for all the devices
under test. The images show the cross bar-type devices with the light grey vertical strip
corresponding to the top electrode and the horizontal darker grey strip corresponding to the
bottom electrode. The active area of the devices is the rectangle at the intersection of the
electrodes. As in Figure 2.7(a), the pulses were interrupted at various stages of the
electroformation process. Traces 1-3 correspond to devices that retained their original resistance
after the pulse while trace 4 corresponds to the device on which the electroformation was
completed with the permanent drop of resistance. The red trace (1) corresponds to the process
interrupted during the uniform current flow stage. The SEM image obtained after this single
pulse shows perfectly uniform contrast over the active part of the device. SEM image obtained
on the device which experienced the first part of rapid decrease of voltage (trace 2 in Figure
2.7(b) and image 2 in (c)) shows a characteristic halo with diameter of 1.5 m. The size of the
halo on the device which experienced larger resistance decrease (trace 3) increased to 2 m
eventually attaining diameter of 3 m on the device with permanent resistance change. Such
morphological changes on the top electrode are not seen on Ta2O5-x devices apparently as a result
of lower temperature excursions. This observation is a direct evidence of current filamentation
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occurring
g before an
ny permanen
nt changes (such
(
as vaacancy accuumulation) taake place inn the
memristive devices. This instability is reverssible and eleectronic in nnature. Only at its later sstages
and afterr the core off the filamen
nt reaches hiigh temperattures due too high currennt density, ddo the
physical changes in the device structure
s
tak
ke place. Thuus, this expeeriment relattes the electtronic
filamentaation behaviiour in the measured oxides
o
to thhe transient threshold sw
witching seeen in
chalcogenides (which
h involves volatile
v
reducction in deviice resistance (lasting nss to µs), wheen the
device is exposed to short pulses).
Figure 2..8 (a) showss the experim
mental set up
u for measuuring the quaasi-DC I-V characteristiics of
60 nm TaaOx devices at room tem
mperature. Th
he devices w
were conneccted in seriess with the resistor
limiting the
t current flow
f
with thee voltage used in Fig. 2..8 (b) and (cc) measured across the ddevice
terminalss. A clear thermal
t
foottprint in forrm of therm
mally grownn grains of Pt top elecctrode
representting a localizzed heat afffected zone could
c
be ob served in thhese devices (not shownn) and
has been discussed eaarlier.

50 V/s

10 V/s

Fig. 2.8: (a) Setup used
u
for DC testing of NDR
N
and thrreshold swittching. (b) D
DC sweep w
with a
ramp ratte of 50 V/s
V exhibitin
ng completeely reversibble threshold switchingg in Idevice-V
Vdevice
characterristics in a 60
6 nm TaO
Ox device. (cc) DC sweepp with a raamp rate of 10 V/s shoowing
permanen
nt change in
n the device characteristic
c
cs for the saame device.
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The nucleation model predicts that a prolate ellipsoid shape will produce the lowest energy
barrier and will be the fastest to nucleate. The electric field will be locally enhanced at the tips of
the spheroid what in turn should provide a positive feed-back for the nucleus growth. This will
lead to fast elongation of the nucleus and shunting of the field across the dielectric layer. This
behavior results in S-shaped I-V characteristic part of which is observed in Figure 2.8 (b). The
device is initially in high resistance (OFF) state with current increasing super-linearly as the
function of voltage. At about 6.3 V corresponding to threshold voltage, the device enters into the
negative differential resistance portion of the characteristics due to filament nucleation. The I-V
rapidly evolves along the load line (upper dashed line in Fig. 2.8 (b) corresponding to RS ~ 700
) to stabilize in a low resistance state at much lower voltage (due to voltage division). The
voltage ramp rate in Fig. 2.8 (b) was 50 V/s and was fast enough that when the device arrived at
the holding voltage (marked Vh,DC in the figure) it was still in the volatile stage of the filament.
At this point, the I-V snapped again along the load line to reach the OFF state at higher voltage.
There were no permanent changes to the device and the procedure has been repeated many times.
Figure 2.8 (c) shows the I-V characteristics of identical device with a slower ramp-rate (10 V/s).
The nucleus has enough time to reach the critical size and the device permanently changes or
‘locks-on’ to a low resistance state, as indeed observed in Fig. 2.8 (c). One should note that the
series resistance used in Fig. 2.8 (c) is much higher than the one used in 2.8 (b).
Whether the NDR-type characteristics are purely a result of heating or supplemented by field
dependent conductivity is assessed in the following sections.
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2.5. Voltage Dependent Transient Measurements
The incubation times in TiOx and TaOx devices were measured by applying a series of
rectangular pulses to the device under test and monitoring voltage across the device as a function
of time. The duration of pulses was kept constant while their amplitude was gradually increased.
For low pulse amplitudes, the voltage across the device slightly drops with time due to decrease
of device resistance associated with uniform Joule heating. At certain pulse amplitude, the device
undergoes an abrupt reduction in resistance during the pulse, an event that is reflected in a rapid
drop of the voltage across the device. This time is defined as the incubation time. The pulse
width was determined by the temporal resolution of the oscilloscope. For example, pulse widths
for high voltages (> 10 V) were kept constant at 100 ns and the amplitude was changed. After
this, the incubation time (which is less than the pulse width) was recorded. Thus, the applied
pulse widths were such that the incubation times were contained within the scope trace, without
any loss of temporal resolution. The formed state was volatile similarly as happens in
chalcogenide-based devices. Each device was used only once as the formation causes permanent
change in characteristics.
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Fig. 2.9: Incubation time as a fun
nction of app
plied bias annd stage tem
mperature forr (a) TaOx annd (b)
TiOx bassed crossbar devices. Th
he horizontaal dashed linne denotes thhe value of the thermal time
constant of devices with
w uniform
m current flow
w.

This experiment was repeateed for pulsess of differennt widths andd various staage temperattures.
Figures 2.9
2 (a) and (b)
( show plo
ots of incubaation time ass a function of voltage aacross the ddevice
and stagee temperaturre. Each dataa point repreesents the avverage of 5 ddevices that w
were subjectted to
a pulse of
o the same width and amplitude
a
att the same sttage temperrature. Both materials exxhibit
three ran
nges with diffferent functiional depend
dence of inccubation timee on appliedd voltage. Att high
voltages (> 14 V forr TaOx and > 4.5 V for TiO
T x), the inncubation tim
me is indepeendent of vooltage
and stage temperatu
ure. At interrmediate biaas, the τ deecreases witth increasingg bias and stage
temperatu
ure. It shou
uld be noteed here, th
hat the stagge temperatuure is not equal to ddevice
temperatu
ure as the deevices experience consid
derable Joulee heating.
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2.6. Temperature, Filament-size and Activation Energy Estimation
Two procedures allowing for the estimates of the device temperatures have been described in
our earlier publications [24],[26] and Appendix A. The first is purely experimental relying on
acquiring the I-V characteristics at different stage temperatures using voltage pulses much
shorter than the thermal time constant of the device. The accumulated data can be used as a lookup table to extract the temperature of the device with the uniform current flow. The second
approach relies on finite element modeling of the temperature increase due to measured power
dissipation during the voltage pulse.
For transient measurements, as we are interested in extracting the temperature as the device
uniformly heats up (before filament formation takes place), the first method can be used to plot
the device temperature as a function of time for every data point in Fig. 2.9 (a) and (b). It was
observed that the temperature increases monotonically during the pulse and at the end of the
incubation reaches 450 K and 600 K for TaOx (60 nm) and TiOx (15 nm) devices at the stage
temperature of 300 K and highest voltages. Both types of devices reach the maximum of 700 K
at the stage temperature of 475 K. At low voltages for which the incubation time exceeds the
thermal time constant of our devices [24].[26] (marked with a horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 2.9
(a) and (b)), the dependence on the bias becomes very steep.
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Fig. 2.10
0: (a) Incub
bation time as a functtion of 1/V
V for differeent stage teemperatures. The
continuou
us lines aree the resultss of the nuccleation swiitching moddel extendedd to include selfheating effect
e
in the dielectric fiilm. Areas above
a
red daashed line annd to the lefft of blue daashed
line delin
neate regimees of forming
g where selff-heating is iimportant. (bb) The Arrhhenius plots oof 1/τ
versus 1//T. The slop
pes correspon
nd to effectiive activatioon energies aat different ffields. (c) Pllot of
activation
n energy forr nucleation as
a a function
n of 1/electriic field.

Figure 2..10 (a) show
ws the data from
f
Figure 2.9 (a) plottted as a funnction of 1/V
V. It is quite clear
that in th
he intermediaate voltage range,
r
the inccubation tim
me changes aas exp(1/V) inn agreementt with
Eq. (2.3
3). The slo
opes of lineearly depen
ndent segmeents are diifferent forr different stage
temperatu
ures and con
nverge for bias
b exceediing 14 V. Thhe figure allso clearly shows that aat low
voltages,, the depend
dence on elecctric field beecomes mucch faster thann that prediccted by Eq. (2.3).
The conttinuous liness in the figu
ure are the results
r
of thhe modified nucleation switching m
model
discussed
d below. Fig
g. 2.10 (b) presents
p
the data obtaineed in the intermediate voltage rangee as a
function of 1/T. The values of th
he temperatu
ure T were actual devicce temperatuures at the ennd of
the incub
bation including the sellf-heating esstimated usiing the expeerimental prrocedure outtlined
above. In
n Figure 2.1
10 (b) for staage temperaatures 300 K
K, 375K, 475K the corrresponding aactual
temperatu
ures reached
d 325 K, 425
5 K, 573 K at
a 6.4V, 3633 K, 450 K, 588 K at 8V
V, 375 K, 4885 K,
635 K att 12V, 380 K,
K 525 K, 68
83 K at 18V
V for 60 nm TaOx devicees. The liness at constantt bias
are stand
dard Arrheniius plots witth slopes co
orrespondingg to the activvation energgy (energy oof the
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barrier in Fig. 2.1 (a)). It is apparent that the incubation time shows thermally activated behavior
with barrier height changing with bias. Figure 2.10 (c) shows the extracted effective barrier
height as a function of (1/electric field) and illustrates a strong dependence of nucleation barrier
on the electric field. In the intermediate bias regime the dependence is linear in good agreement
with Eq. (2.3) which gives the electric field dependent effective barrier height Weff as W0V0/V.
It is apparent from Fig. 2.10(a) that, with the exception of the high field region, the
incubation time depends strongly on both the applied voltage and the device temperature. In the
absence of Joule heating and assuming that W0 and V0 do not depend on temperature and field,
the ratios of slopes of ln(τ) vs. 1/V would correspond to inverse of the stage temperature (Tstage)
ratios, which is not the case. To illustrate the origin of this discrepancy, let us consider the
intermediate voltage regime at 475 K stage temperature where ln(τ) depends linearly on 1/V.
Decreasing the voltage between two arbitrary values should increase the height of the barrier and,
therefore, increase the incubation time. If we consider the contribution from self-heating, the
barrier change would remain the same but the device temperature in the denominator of eq. (2.3)
would decrease due to lower dissipated power. It is this change of device temperature that
changes the slopes from 1/Tstage dependence expected from Eq. (2.3) in Fig. 2.10(a).
The data in Fig. 2.10(a) can be explained fully by Eq. (2.2) if the voltage dependent internal
device temperature instead of stage temperature is used. To calculate the temperature T(V) at the
nucleation event, we solve the thermal heat balance differential equation in a dielectric film
under constant field E applied during incubation time :
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(2.5)

The nucleation event is assumed instantaneous. The temperature T of the nucleus is the same
as the temperature of the surrounding dielectric which is higher than the stage temperature Tstage
due to current J flowing in the film before the nucleation event. The equation (2.5) represents
balance of the power components: heat absorption rate in the device (product of temperature
increase rate and specific heat cv) with Joule heating power and heat loss rate (product of
temperature increase and thermal resistance characterized by the cooling coefficient ). The
thermal parameters cv= 2.3x106 J/K/m3 and = 2.2 x1012 J/s/m3/K were calibrated by fitting the
experimental thermal transient obtained for V = 3.76 V at 475 K stage temperature.
The Joule heating is generated due to the finite current density J flowing in the film. To model
the current density J we fitted the pulsed I-V characteristics with the following function [38]:
 E A
E 
I  JAd  Ad E o exp  

a T  kT 
 kT

(2.6)

which is a generic formula used to describe field and temperature activated transport, which we
attribute to the field and temperature assisted conduction through existing oxygen vacancies in
the film. Ad is the device area, ΔEA thermal activation energy, E is electric field, and
describes the field dependence of conductance. We found

to be weakly temperature

dependent:

= 1.25x109 V/m/J – (T-300) K x 2.5 x106 V/m/J/K. ΔEA= 0.249 eV and the film

conductivity

= 20.9 S/m. For TiOx, while the temperature dependence is the same, the

parameters are numerically different.
We solved above equations self-consistently to calculate the electroforming time. We used
parameters W0 = 0.65 eV, R0 = 3 nm and the high aspect ratio approximation for the oblate
nucleus to calculate the effective barrier Weff. Note that W0 and R0 were obtained by fitting the
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model ussing Eq. (2.4
4) to the eleectroforming
g data in the intermediaate voltage regime at 300 K
stage tem
mperature. The
T prolate nucleus
n
radiu
us is found too shrink from
m its zero-fieeld value to Reff ~
1 nm. Th
his is in good
d agreementt with the ex
xperimental rresults in ouur earlier woork [24],[26]. The
attempt frequency
f
τ0 ~ 10 ns is reead off the data
d in the hiigh field satuuration regim
me in Figuree 2.10
(a).
The nucleation
n
sw
witching mo
odel with self-heating deescribes all experimentaal results in three
different regimes and
d at 3 differeent ambient temperaturees (Fig. 2.10 (a)). At higgh fields, all three
curves leevel off as th
he barrier heeight approaches zero. A
At intermediate values oof bias, the m
model
replicatess 1/V depen
ndence with contribution
ns from bothh the field ddependent bbarrier heighht and
self-hearing. At low voltages, th
he incubation
n times exceeed the therm
mal time connstant in the film,
and the device
d
has enough
e
time to self-heat. In this regiime 1/V volltage dependdence is therrefore
strongly enhanced by
y the field deependence of the internaal device tem
mperature.

Fig. 2.11
1: (a) Lineaar increase in the DC /forming vooltage as a function off oxide thickkness
indicating a field-driiven forming
g process. Forming tim
me as a functtion of appliied bias at 3300 K
mperature forr 60, 30, and
d 20 nm TaO
Ox films (linnes: model, ccircles: data)) in (b). The error
stage tem
bars show
w distributio
on over 10 deevices.
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The nucleation switching model with self-heating was also used to explain another
characteristic of the devices, namely the change of the threshold voltage as a function of oxide
layer thickness. The experimental data for the threshold voltage values obtained by a quasi-DC
sweep for TaOx- and TiOx-based devices are shown in Fig. 2.11 (a). The voltage scales linearly
with the functional layer thickness indicating that a unique field inside the functional layer is
needed to form the device. Thus, while there may be some interface effects associated with the
forming voltage, the electric field has the most significant effect on the forming. Figure 2.11 (b)
shows the calculated incubation times as a function of applied voltage at three values of the
oxide layer thickness: 60, 30, and 20 nm. The dots correspond to experimental values in good
agreement with the calculated ones. Fig. 2.11 (a) and (b) illustrates that the nucleation switching
model with self-heating reproduces the scaling of forming voltage with the film thickness within
the data error bars.
However, as the devices undergo NDR, the temperature extraction methodology used in the
transient experiments fails. This is because the device no longer conducts uniformly (Appendix
A) and needs a self-consistent methodology to estimate the local temperature during the forming
process.
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Figure 2..12: Temperrature and vo
oltage non-liinearities as the origin oof filamentattion. (a) Adiiabatic
pulsed I-V
V shown in blue
b
taken when
w
the device did nott undergo anny self-heatiing. The violet I-V
dynamic curves conn
nect the inittial and the final I vs. T and V vss. T points at 1 ns andd 5 s.
Electroforrmation occu
urs in the 5 s long pullses at the saame V, I coombination ((green spot) as the
DC case (black)
(
(b) Adiabatic
A
pu
ulsed I-V currve taken as a function oof temperatuure displayinng nonlinearitiess in both tem
mperature an
nd voltage. (c) ∆T vs. P obtained byy applying thhermometry to the
DC I-V taaken with a 34
3 k resisto
or in series (red, gray cuurve). Blue cuurve shows the correctedd local
temperatu
ure. Non-uniiform condu
uction sets in
n at point A due to theermal non-liinearity. Reggion B
representss the thermaal onset of filamentation
fi
n followed bby a sharp collapse of thhe filament due to
field/curreent density dependent
d
in
nstability (Reegion C).
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We will now try to experimentally assess the role of Joule heating in NDR and filament
formation. Figure 2.12(a) shows three I-V characteristics: the black and red traces are DC I-V
with RS = 100  and 34 k, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). Since the sweep rate is low,
the devices reached thermal steady state at every point (i.e. they heated up). The points on the
blue curve were obtained in a pulsed experiment where the current and voltage across the device
was measured 1 ns after the pulse leading edge. Since the thermal time constant of our devices
was experimentally measured in our earlier work [24][26] to be about 2.5 s, one can assume
that the temperature of the device remained at the stage temperature. It is apparent that excluding
the self-heating (blue curve) extended the range of voltages that could be reached without device
forming and reduced the current at any given voltage eliminating the CC-NDR. In other words, a
device not undergoing self-heating (pulsed I-V), would have a much higher breakdown voltage
and current compared to ones that undergo DC forming. Next, we try to experimentally establish
the relation between the pulsed I-V and the DC I-V. In addition to three I-V curves, Figure
2.12(a) also shows the results of another series of pulsing experiments represented by almost
vertical violet lines. The pulse duration in this experiment was always 5 μs and the violet line
corresponds to voltage and current evolution across this 5 μs pulse due to Joule heating. During
the pulse, the temperature of the device evolves (Appendix A), approaching the steady state at 5
μs. The coincidence of the end points in this experiment and the black trace (DC with the same
load resistor) confirm that filamentation and CC-NDR in the low voltage/current range is purely
a thermal phenomenon. In other words NDR appears because the device becomes more
conductive as it carries more current because of self-heating creating a positive-feedback.
Accordingly, the origin of NDR in this part of the I-V characteristics appears to be thermal.
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While we have argued that CC-NDR indicates filamentation, it is not clear, at which specific
voltage the filament forms or the temperature the local electronic filament reaches before
breakdown. We can estimate this by analysis of the dependence of device temperature on
dissipated power. For the sake of discussion, let us assume that the current flow is uniform for
the entire I-V curve obtained with RS = 34 k (Fig. 2.4(a)). The device temperature at every
voltage was extracted from the pulsed I-V measurement calibration as a function of stage
temperature, shown in Figure 2.12(b). This data maps the non-linear dependence of current on
voltage and temperature and allows the device resistance itself to serve as a thermometer. It must
be noted that the pulsed-I-V measurements were taken up to 18 V (not shown here) as the device
does not electroform for 5 ns pulses [41]. In Figure 2.12(c), we use this thermometry technique to
plot the rise in steady-state temperature due to Joule heating during the DC voltage sweep as a
function of power dissipated in the device (red trace). The expected rise in temperature should
depend linearly on power:

T  Rth P

(2.7)

where, ∆T is the rise in temperature in Kelvin, Rth is the thermal resistance seen by the source of
heat, and P is the power dissipated at the heat source. The thermal resistance, in turn, can be
expressed as:

Rth 

1 t
kth A
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(2.8)

where, kth is the thermal conductivity of the materials leading to the thermal ground, t is the
distance the heat travels to thermal ground and A is the area getting heated up (in steady state)
and depends on the filament size. At low voltages, the current flow is uniform and A corresponds
to the area of the device. This gives the constant slope of 0.025 K/W in Fig. 5(c)). This slope
corresponds to an Rth which is consistent with the thermal resistance felt by a uniformly
conducting 5 m square device deposited on 1 m thick SiO2. At 600 W, the ΔT(P) slope
increases indicating the onset of current constriction (point A in the DC I-V curves). The
subsequent section of the curve is gray (at powers above 600 W) to indicate that the
temperature calibration is no longer correct when filamentation sets in; the gray section can only
be taken to be a lower bound on the device temperature. As the bias increases further past the
onset of filamentation, the slope continues to increase indicating gradual reduction of the
filament diameter. The deviation from the initial slope up to 2 mW is attributed to thermallyinduced CC-NDR. Following this, a steep change of slope occurs at higher powers indicating
that the mechanism of the non-linearity is completely different from the one that occurs at point
A. This region corresponds to the collapse of the filament resulting into a very localized current
flow, which we refer to as the electronic filamentation (making a clear distinction in the nonlinearities).
After filamentation onset, the temperature reached is a strong function of filament diameter, with
greater current localization leading to higher temperature. Rather than simply postulating a
filament size and then estimating the temperature based on that assumption, we have attempted
to extract a filament size self-consistently from our data by reconciling temperature rise as
estimated from thermal modeling and temperature rise estimated from conductivity change. We
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assume, in this case, that the conduction through the filament dissipates power uniformly across
the filament. The true temperature is calculated with a self-consistent solution for a filament size
under the constraints of simultaneously satisfying the adiabatic I-V-T relationship (Figure 2.12(b)
with extrapolation as necessary) and the Rth experienced by the same filament size. The adiabatic
I-V-T relationship measured with pulsed I-V technique indicates how much power is generated in
the device at a given temperature for a combination of current density, J, assuming a filament
size. The Rth is a measure of how effective can the generated power be dissipated and is unique
to a given filament size. As Rth represents the thermal resistance that is connected between the
filament as the heat source and the thermal ground, it can be easily calculated from material
properties and a steady state finite element simulation. We use Comsol Multiphysics finite
element method solver for the calculation of the Rth as the ratio of the rise in temperature
experienced with unit increase in the power dissipated in the filament, at steady state. Figure 2.13
(a) shows the simulation setup used for the solver. The results of the simulation are summarized
in Fig. 2.13 (b). From this figure, then, it is possible to estimate the temperature given a filament
radius and the measured power dissipated in the device after the onset of the filamentation.
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Fig. 2.1
13: True filaament tempeerature extraaction. (a) Scchematic off the Ta2O5-xx device usedd in
Comso
ol Multiphysics electroth
hermal simullations. (b) S
Simulated thhermal resistance (Rth) aas a
functio
on of filament radius. (cc) & (d) ∆T extracted
e
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– red curve;
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and ussing pulsed I-V (black curve)
c
show
wn at differennt powers coorrespondingg to
points B and C in Figure
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2.12(cc).

We also know that when
w
we esttimate ∆T frrom the pairr of I-V cooordinates, wee assume thaat the
current flows
f
throug
gh a filament of radius 2.5
2 m, i.e. uniform conduction. Thhus, for a ddevice
undergoiing filamentaation, we wiill always un
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mperature. Sccaling
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the current axis in the I-V-T thermometer (Figure 2.12(b)) by the ratio of the uniform device area
(conduction radius r = 2.5 m) and the filament radius, r we get a new range of temperatures for
an effectively higher current density. Thus, the corrected curve so constructed is a SECOND,
independent figure we can consult to extract a temperature from an assumed filament radius and
known I and V measurements. Figures 2.13 (c) and (d) consist of two curves each. The red
curves represent the ∆T obtained by multiplying the power at points B and C in Figure 2.12(c)
with the Rth and parameterizing the radius. The black curves represent the temperature rise
predicted by the pulsed I-V with parameterized current density for different filament radii. The
unique intersection of the two curves is used at each power level to calculate the true filament
temperature and radius as the device undergoes electronic constriction of current. Thus, these
two constraints are simultaneously applied to the DC measurement to yield the true localized
temperature of the device as it undergoes thermal and electronic filamentation. This gives the
blue trace (full details of the extraction procedure are explained in the Appendix A). The solid
line represents the extraction of temperature made within the experimental limits of the adiabatic
I-V-T measurement. The dotted lines indicate the non-linear extrapolation of the measurement
data. The non-linear extrapolation was made by assuming a space-charge limited conduction (to
which the data matches). It must be noted that the entire NDR curve (up to point C) is reversible
and hence we assert the nature of this localization to be electro-thermal and preceding the motion
of atoms or vacancies.
Moreover, such deviation is also seen in dynamics measurements in TiO2-x, (more details in
Appendix A for Ta2O5-x). The device temperature can be both measured and simulated till just
prior to resistance drop. Temperature rises ranging from 10-150 K have been measured in
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devices prior to filamentation in pulse experiments (range refers to the pulse voltage used to
form the device, like our previous work [24][26]).
We have presented the experimental evidence of electronic instability in oxide materials
commonly used in fabrication of memristive devices. During the approach to the instability, the
temperature gradually increases linearly with power to about 320 K. At this point the current
flow constricts and the actual temperature of the filament increases faster than uniform current
flow calibration. For the Pt/Ta2O5-x/Pt device discussed in this work, the steady temperature
reaches ~500 K as the extracted filament diameter reduces from 5 m (uniform conduction) to 1
m due to thermal NDR. Additional power produces further filament collapse, and temperature
increases rapidly, reasonably estimated as high as 1000 K as the filament diameter collapses to ~
10 nm (same as reported by Kwon et al. [19]). The filament diameter estimation has been
explained in the supplementary document. These temperatures provide sufficient activation
energy to change the oxide in the different ways reported in literature – cause oxygen vacancy
creation, crystallization, secondary phase formation[30] and/or melting of the top electrode [19].
The proposed mechanism explains these changes and removes the inconsistency in explaining
reduction of the oxide at low temperature. It parallels the mechanism that has been widely
accepted in chalcogenide glasses and referred to as "threshold switching" [37],[39]-[41].
The CC-NDR in metal/oxide/metal structures have been reported number of times in the
literature [39]-[41]. Most observations have been made on electroformed devices that already
contained a permanent conducting filament. This clearly is only remotely relevant to the
discussion of the electroformation process presented here. As noted in the introduction, the
model presented in the paper and its experimental evidence agrees with the simulation of the I-V
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characteristics reported by Alexandrov et al. [42] The CC-NDR is caused by increase of the
conductivity with temperature and electric field. One could, therefore, pose the question if the
observations reported here are consistent with what is known about conductivity mechanisms in
oxide thin films. The as-deposited oxide films in memristive devices are typically n-type but
highly resistive indicating that the Fermi level is located significantly below the conduction
band. The mechanisms most frequently identified as responsible for conductivity in such layers
are thermionic emission, hopping between defects sites, Poole-Frenkel effect, or small polaron
hopping [43]-[48]. All of these mechanisms result in the conductivity increase at higher
temperatures and can lead to thermally induced current constriction. At high electric fields,
Poole-Frenkel and hopping-based models could lead to sudden mobility increase by transfer of
electrons from localized states to extended band states with high mobility. On the other hand, the
traditional field-induced nucleation model described above assumes existence of two distinct
phases of the material to account for threshold switching that precedes forming: the stable
insulating phase and a metastable (at low temperatures) metallic one. The structure of the
functional film in our devices has been assessed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The image in Fig. 2.3 shows a characteristic mottled contrast of amorphous material for TaOx
and SiO2 layers in the device structure. The Fourier transform of the image (inset) has a perfect
radial symmetry in agreement with this assertion. Since the sputtering was done in argon (no
oxygen present), the oxygen content of the film is likely significantly below Ta2O5 fully oxidized
tantalum. The exact composition is very difficult to assess. The initial state of the threshold
switch is the amorphous tantalum sub-oxide. The difference between the two phases in the wellunderstood threshold switch materials, namely chalcogenides such as GeTex [33] and suboxides
such as VO2 [34] and NbO2 (from the same column of periodic table as Ta), is the change of
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atomic arrangement without change of composition. The Ge atoms change their coordination
from tetrahedral to octahedral in GST while in transition metal oxides the metal ions form pairs
in the low temperature low symmetry phase. This characteristic allows for fast switching
observed in all of these systems. This re-bonding is the underlying reason for metal-insulator
transition and the conductivity change of both types of structures making it is conceivable that a
similar transformation is responsible for the threshold switching in TaOx.
2.7. Summary of S-NDR during forming in RRAM devices
In summary, we argue that electronic current localization precedes permanent filament formation
during electroformation in oxide-based resistive switches. The presence of negative differential
resistivity in the material causes the device to go into a negative differential resistance regime
which causes current constriction. Unless prevented by the circuit load, this process frequently
occurs in the form of an uncontrolled runaway. We support these claims by analysis of the
steady-state DC behavior and the dynamics of the instability. Both DC and dynamic
measurements indicate the presence of an instability that is reversible and, hence, electronic in
nature as distinct from structural. The initiation of the constriction is temperature dependent and
higher temperature is shown to cause the point of bifurcation to appear at a lower voltage. Hence,
we propose the following mechanism of electroforming - with increasing bias, the device
conducts uniformly throughout its area. At a well-defined point depending on source voltage,
series resistance, temperature and time, the device enters into the I-V range of negative
differential resistance which results in the electronic current filamentation. This current
filamentation starts off with being thermally induced (due to the thermal non-linearities) before
the effects of voltage non-linearity set in. This final stage of current filamentation causes the
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device to change resistance to a value close to the post-forming value. We estimate the localized
temperature in the current filament using a self-consistent electro-thermal measurements and
simulation. Temperature excursions that exceed 500 K (over the ambient) were estimated in a
localized sub-20 nm region on the onset of forming. This localized temperature excursion then
triggers the physical changes in the structure to form the permanent filament. The constriction
can be controlled with the use the external circuit loading thus affecting the permanent filament
structure. In order to corroborate the results with temporal dynamics of filamentation, we
observed and explained the three regimes of electroforming time dependencies on forming
voltage. The observed 1/E field dependence of forming times is consistent with field-induced
nucleation model from which we extracted material properties such as the nucleation barrier
height at zero bias (W0 ~ 0.65 eV) and voltage acceleration factor V0 of ~ 2.8 V (for 60 nm TaOx
film) at intermediate voltages. While the nucleation model provides a robust framework that can
be populated with details of the reversible conductive phase (electronic or structural), It is
agnostic to the exact mechanism that results in the reversible nature of threshold switching that
precedes forming. Also consistent with nucleation model, a clear difference in the temporal
dynamics was identified for low voltages with corresponding forming times longer than the
thermal time constant and at high-fields where the film self-heating is important. Moreover, we
were able to detect, and study the volatile filament that precedes formation of the non-volatile
filament. The forming process was analyzed in the framework of nucleation model which was
extended to include the self-heating effects. This yielded an estimate of the critical nucleation
radius (R ~ 1 nm) below which filament is always volatile. This implies that the filament-based
RRAM technology can thus be scaled to a physical limit dictated by the critical nucleus size
which could be as low as 1 nm in size. We also demonstrated that forming is a field accelerated
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phenomenon and that the forming can be sped-up by nearly 6 orders of magnitude compared to
DC forming typically used for RRAM. The thermometry is fairly general in its applicability and
hence can be applied to switched RRAM devices in LRS. The next chapter (Chapter 3) will deal
with how the temperature excursions affect the switching behavior, filament size and endurance
failure modes. The understanding of S-NDR in oxides acquired as a part of this chapter will be
later used in Chapter 4 to explore the applicability of these devices as oscillators and threshold
switches.
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Chapter 3
Switching Thermometry and Modeling in RRAM
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3.1. Introduction
Although there has been a huge corpus of research conducted to understand the underlying
resistive switching mechanism and improve device performance [7],[36], the fundamental nature
of the conductive path and basic switching mechanisms are still under debate. This is largely due
to a lack of microstructural proof of the suggested switching and failure mechanisms. Indeed, the
microstructural proof (e.g. size, location, distribution, and configuration of conductive filament
in oxide functional layer during resistive switching), associated with the switching models is
essential for its eventual commercialization because it is believed that the non-volatile nature and
device reliability issues (i.e. thermal stability and endurance) are directly related to the
irreversible structural transformations in the device [19].
It is well known that the temperature plays a key role in microelectronic device performance and
reliability, and thus device temperature estimation during switching has also long been an active
research topic. Chapter 2 discussed the evolution of temperature in RRAM devices as they
underwent the forming process. However, the role of temperature on switching is also regarded
as being central to achieve resistive switching. This is primarily attributed to the fact that the
motion of oxygen vacancies that participate in resistive switching is a thermally activated
process [7, 50].
The temperature estimation so far, however, has been largely relied on simulations that make
several assumptions about both the geometry and microstructure of the filament [49]-[51].
However, to understand the physics of resistive switching in RRAM devices, it is important to
first characterize the temperature excursions that filamentary RRAM devices experience. In spite
of the importance of thermal effects in VCM RRAM devices, experimental evaluations of the
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filament temperature are scarce [52]. Experimental evaluation of the temperature in a confined
conduction area is critical for the device technology development because an accurate modeling
of the complex electro-thermal behaviors at the nanoscale is not possible yet: heat dissipation
mechanisms as well as the thermal properties of resistive switching materials e.g. the thermal
boundary resistance values are not well known.
Direct measurement of the local filament temperature is extremely challenging for the following
reasons. The typical device is composed of a vertical metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure,
where the insulator is a thin resistive switching film. The temperature increase occurs locally in
the insulator or insulator-electrode interface on a scale of few nano-meters [49]-[52]. Several
studies on the local filament temperature in RRAM materials were previously reported. Janousch
et al. were able to show qualitatively local heating at the anode side of a large lateral device
using IR thermal imaging [53]. Other studies compared electro-thermal simulations with 2terminal electrical measurements to model the temperature distribution in the RRAM cell [4951]. In order to obtain the actual temperature profile in the device using the aforementioned
method

the

following

inputs

are

required:

filament

geometry,

dimensions,

heat

generation/dissipation mechanism, thermal/electrical properties of the filament and its
surrounding, and in particular the thermal and electrical interface resistance which become
dominant at the nano-scale.
In this chapter, we will discuss the applicability of pulsed thermometry discussed in chapter 2,
for switched RRAM devices in the low resistance state. Unlike the thermometry applied to the
forming process where the conducting area evolves as a function of applied bias (due to current
localization), the area of the conductive filament remains constant in RRAM devices in the low
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resistance state (LRS). Thus the concept simply relies on using pulses in order to determine I-VT characteristics of the device in the absence of self-heating, without the need for maintaining
self-consistency needed in Chapter 2. This can be accomplished if the pulses used are short
enough that significant temperature increases will not occur. Once collected, the I-V-T data serve
as a look-up table for extracting the actual temperature of the device (in the presence of selfheating). If the device has not yet undergone forming process, the conduction is uniform. Thus,
the area of conduction is fixed to the device area at low biases. At high biases, the current
constricts into a narrow filament (i.e. conduction area changes), with temperature to be sensed by
the thermometry (Chapter 2). We will also validate our physical picture by providing a direct
evidence of microstructural change (local crystallization) associated with the local temperature
excursion and dynamics during switching by using a high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM). The TEM analysis is done by Jonghan Kwon to supplement and validate
the results of thermometry. Thus, we use a combination of these two techniques to determine the
filament size evolution with cycling, shedding light on the endurance failure mechanisms in
RRAM devices. Crossbar patterned resistive switching device stacks, TiN (40 nm) /HfAlOx (5
nm) /Hf (10 nm) /TiN (30 nm), have been prepared on Si substrates as shown in Figure 1 by
IMEC (Leuven, Belgium). The functional HfAlOx layer was deposited via atomic layer
deposition (ALD), and the bottom TiN and the top Hf/TiN electrodes were sputter deposited. The
sputter deposited Hf-cap acts as an oxygen getter layer that allows formation of the oxygen
deficient, off-stoichiometric HfAlOx functional layer, facilitating conductive filament creation
under applied electrical bias. The devices are defined by the region where the bottom electrode
(BE) and top electrode (TE) overlap. These devices were encapsulated by a SiO2 passivation
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layer. Th
he device sizes used for the curren
nt study werre 85×85 nm
m2 unless sppecified. Figg. 3.1
shows the device sch
hematic and an
a SEM miccrograph.
The pulsed I-V charaacteristics off the device were obtainned by pulsinng the devicce with Tekttronix
80060A pulse generrator using time domain transmiss ometry [35]], using the setup show
wn in
Chapter 2. Pulses off widths < 85
8 ps were delivered
d
to the device with microw
wave RF prrobes,
with a risse time of < 55 ps.
3.2. Therrmometry
Figure 1 shows the
t
DC fo
orming (blaack) and sswitching II-V characcteristics off the
/
sttack for com
mpliances off 50 A, 100 A and 2200 A. In aall of
TiN(TE)//Hf/HfAlOx/TiN(BE)
these casses, the curreent complian
nce was applied by the m
means of an oon-chip ballaast element.

ng and switcching I-V ch
haracteristicss of the devvices at diffe
ferent complliance
Fig. 3.1: DC formin
CC).
current (C
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We use the pulsed I-V characcteristics off the devicee (see Methhods sectionn) to extracct the
temperatu
ure excursio
ons in the deevice. Fig. 3.2 show the pulsed I-V characteristiics of a deviice in
LRS.

Fig. 3.2: Pulsed I-V characteristi
c
ics as a functtion of stagee temperaturee for RRAM
M devices in LRS.

Once thee temperaturre is extracteed (using a similar
s
pulsed thermom
metry as desccribed in Chhapter
2), we pllot the temp
perature excu
ursion (∆T) as a functioon of the appplied powerr, P, (as obtained
from the switching I--V) in the low
w resistancee state (LRS)), as shown iin Fig. 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3: ΔT vs. power in the low
w-resistance state.

The slop
pe of the ∆T
∆ versus Power curv
ve representts the therm
mal resistannce (Rth) thhat is
experiencced by the heat-source. This can be represennted with thhe followingg equation inn the
steady-sttate:
∆T
T = Rth×P

(3.1)

Here, Rthh depends on
o the therm
mal conductivity of the material suurrounding tthe filamentt, the
length ov
ver which th
he heat is disssipated (thicckness of thee device) annd the area of the heat soource.
Out of th
hese parameeters, the arrea of the filament
fi
is tthe only varriable that ccould repressent a
change in
n Rth (thermal conductiv
vity only hass a weak deppendence [544] on temperrature). Thuus, the
change in
n the slope (Rth) that is seen
s
in Fig. 3.3
3 can be atttributed to tthe change inn the heat, as will
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be explorre in the disccussion sectiion. Near thee origin, thee slope of thee ∆T vs Pow
wer plot exhibits a
slope of ~ 7 K/nW. As
A the poweer through th
he device is increased, tthe slope decreases to ~ 0.05
K/nW beefore switchiing.
To in
nterpret the slope
s
in term
ms of radius of conductioon, we use a finite elem
ment simulatiion to
understan
nd the chan
nge in Rth experienced
d by the fillament. Figuure 3.4 shoows a COM
MSOL
simulatio
on of the device, plottin
ng the therm
mal resistancce for filameents of varioous sizes, akkin to
chapter 2.
2 Howeverr, owing to the differen
nces in the thermal ennvironment of these deevices
compared
d to the deviices discusseed in Chapteer 2.

Fig. 3.4: Thermal ressistance for varying
v
filam
ment size

More details about the
t electro-tthermal simu
ulation are mentioned iin Appendixx A. This plot is
used as a lookup tab
ble to extract the radius of the heat source (filaament), for a known Rth. The
radius co
orresponding
g to a Rth of 7 K/nW is < 1 nm impplying that thhe heat sourcce at low-poowers
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can be id
dentified witth a nano-scaale filament. At high vooltages, the ppower densitty in the filaament
is very high,
h
causing
g large tempeerature excu
ursions. Thesse temperatuure excursionns can be seeen in
the simullation shown
n in Fig. 3.5..

Fig. 3.5: Electro-therrmal simulattion to estim
mate temperatture excursioon at high vooltage.

d that due to
t heat diffuusion, the ooxide region surrounding the
Howeverr, it must allso be noted
filament gets heated up. This cau
uses the con
nductivity off the surrounnding regionn to increase [54],
eventuallly leading to
o current sp
preading. Th
his causes thhe apparent slope of thhe heat-sourrce to
reduce. Thus,
T
at hig
gh-powers, th
he slope of the ∆T vs ppower plot reduces to 00.05 K/nW. This
correspon
nds to a raadius of ~ 20 nm. On
ne must notte that this radius is averaged byy the
conductiv
vity and thee temperaturre is also sim
milarly averaaged. The trrue local tem
mperature caan be
obtained from the saame electro-tthermal simu
ulation (Figuure 3.5) alonngside the hheat affected zone
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around it. The peak local temperature suggested by the simulation is ~ 1600 K at the core of the
filament with the pre-switching heat affected zone experiencing temperature in excess of 800 K
over a 5 nm radius.
It must be noted that these values are sensitive to the filament size, the oxide matrix and the
testing methodology (DC versus AC). Our thermometry is capable of determining the size of the
filament agnostic to all of the aforementioned parameters as long as the pulsed-IV calibration is
done for each device state. Fig. 3.6 shows the filament size extracted using the pulsed
thermometry technique for different current compliance values. It is clear that the filament size
seems to increase with increasing compliance, consistent with previous works.

Filament diameter (nm)
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Fig. 3.6: Increasing filament diameter as a function of current compliance.
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3.3. Micrrostructure Analysis
In order to
t confirm th
he temperatu
ure excursio
ons and dynaamics duringg switching aand the simuulated
temperatu
ure profile, we
w conducteed cross-secttional HRTE
EM analysess of the deviice stacks. F
Figure
3.7 (a) iss a cross-seectional view
w of the pristine devicee showing T
TiN(TE)/Hf/H
HfAlOx/TiN
N(BE)
stack and Figure 3..7 (b,c) represent magn
nified viewss at left annd right side of the deevice,
respectiv
vely.

Fig. 3.7: Cross-sectio
onal TEM im
mage showin
ng the devicee stacks. (a) Low magniification andd high
b) and right (c)
( corner off the device.
magnification views of the left (b

Since thee focused io
on beam (FIB
B) prepared device wass cut along tthe TiN (TE
E) of the croossbar
device, the TE appeears much lo
onger in wid
dth than the TiN (BE). The two TiiN electrodees are
polycrysttalline and th
hey exhibit a microstrucctural morphhology consiistent with ccolumnar groowth.
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The HfAlOx functional layer exhibits slightly lighter contrast than the Hf oxygen getter layer
because of the atomic mass difference. The lightest contrast surrounding the TiN BE is the SiO2
passivation layer. Recesses are seen at the corners of the device that is presumably due to etching
process during device fabrication. It is noted that the recesses provide landmarks to confirm that
the magnified images were recorded at the same location. Speckle contrast is seen in the SiO2
layer which is indicative of deposited Ga+ ions from the FIB specimen preparation process. Note
that the speckle contrast is not seen in the device area and does not affect phase contrast imaging
of the device layers. The initial microstructure of the HfAlOx in as-fabricated device is
amorphous. No crystallinity was observed in the HfAlOx functional layer, even when performing
a through focusing series and FFT analysis. The result has been further confirmed by examining
a much larger volume of HfAlOx layer in another larger device (1×1 μm2).
A cross-sectional HRTEM analysis has been conducted on devices operated at different
compliance currents and local crystallization (lattice fringe) of HfAlOx layer is observed as seen
in Figure 3.8. The micrographs are magnified views of right corner of the devices (the recess is
seen at the bottom-right corner) showing microstructure of the programmed devices at 10 μA
(Figure 3.8a), 50 μA (3.8b), and 200 μA CC (3.8c).
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Fig. 3.8: HRTEM micrographs
m
showing a localized
l
cryystallite embbedded in am
morphous m
matrix
programm
med at 10 μA
A (a), 50 μA
A (b), and 200 μA CC (c)).

Imaging through focu
us series results in obserrvation of a ssingle crystaalline regionn embedded iin the
amorphous HfAlOx layer
l
for eacch device and
d it is delineeated by dashhed line. Thee d-spacing (~0.3
nm) was measured by
b using Fasst Fourier trransformatioon (FFT) anaalysis and itt is likely d101 of
T crystallitte sizes are ~10
~ nm (diaameter) at 100 μA CC andd ~20 nm att both
tetragonaal HfAlOx. The
the 50 μA
μ and 200 μA CC. Note
N
that thee observed crystallite ssizes are sim
milar to thee one
extracted
d from the transient thermometry in
n the previoous chapter. The changees in complliance
current reepresent the change in dissipated
d
po
ower inside of the devicce. Since thee temperaturee rise
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is proportional to the dissipated power (Equation 3.1), local Joule heating during programming
event presumably causes the crystallization.
Crystallization temperature of HfAlOx has been estimated by combining rapid thermal annealing
(RTA) and cross-sectional HRTEM analysis. 3×3 μm2 crossbar type devices were used for
annealing experiment and ~4 μm wide TEM lift-out specimens were prepared. 5 different
locations were randomly selected and through focus imaging has been performed. The devices
were annealed at fixed temperatures for 2 s in a forming gas. Figure 3.9 shows cross-sectional
views (one of the through focus series) of the devices annealed at (a) 820 K, (b) 870 K, (c) 920
K, (d) 970 K.
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o RTA specimen at diffe
ferent temperratures: 820 K (a), 870 K (b),
Fig. 3.9: HRTEM miicrographs of
920 K (c), 970 K (d)..

From thee top, Hf, HfAlO,
H
and TiN layers are seen w
with the diffferent contraasts. There is no
crystallite found in 820 K RTA specimen
s
and
d it is just likke the as-fabbricated speccimen. Abovve the
870 K, crystallites
c
arre seen in th
he HfAlOx layer
l
surrounnded by am
morphous maatrix and theey are
more pro
onounce as the annealin
ng temperatu
ure increasees. The crysstallites in H
HfAlOx layeer are
outlined by white daashed lines. The observeed d-spacingg is the samee with the oone spotted iin the
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programm
med devicess as seen in
n Fig. 3.8. Figure 3.9 represents this data accross a rangge of
temperatu
ures plotting
g the % transsformed matterial for a 2 s RTA at inncreasing tem
mperatures.

Fig. 3.9:: % of crysstallization as
a a functio
on of differeent RTA temperatures showing a clear
transition
n occurring at
a temperatu
ures > 900 K.

The resu
ults indicate the switchiing temperaature is abovve 870 K, which is cllose to the vvalue
estimated
d by the tran
nsient thermo
ometry and the
t numericaal simulationn in the prevvious chapterr. It is
importan
nt to note th
hat the resisttivity of thee device hass not been cchanged befo
fore and afteer the
annealing
g, denoting the crystalllization per se may nott be the connducting phhase but rathher a
byproducct of the locaal Joule heatting.
3.4. Disccussion of Pu
ulsed-Therm
mometry Methodology
M
y
For the simulations
s
of
o the pulsed
d thermomettry devices w
we assume tthat the currrent at low bbias is
flowing only
o
through
h a uniform metallic filaament with small diameeter. The sizze of the filaament
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does not change in LRS or HRS except during SET and RESET processes at the end of I-V plot.
The power dissipation causes temperature increase of the filament and through thermal
conduction of the surrounding oxide. Since the conductivity of the oxide is increasing with
temperature, at higher power levels the surrounding heated oxide starts to contribute to total
current flow. In other words, the volume where the power is dissipated expands. The
consequence of this should be the reduction of the thermal resistance associates with the heat
flow through the stack and the substrate to the thermal ground.
In DC measurements, the temperature rise is approximately proportional to the dissipated power
with a proportionality constant of the thermal resistance (Rth). As stated above, at low bias the
current is flowing through the filament with fixed diameter. Plotting the measured temperature
rise as a function of power (Fig. 3.3) and finding the slope at low bias allowed for an estimate of
the filament diameter and as a consequence its electrical conductivity. Also, it is clear that the
slope of the temperature increase versus power (i.e. the thermal resistance) decreases with
increasing bias indicating power dissipation in the oxide. One should be able to reproduce this
effect in the electro-thermal simulations. It will be shown in the following sections that the
heating taking place in the filament during the first 100 ps of the pulse is significantly lower than
the peak temperature that is reached at longer times.
In order to estimate the electro-thermal transients in the device, we simulated heat and current
flow assuming the cylindrical geometry of the filament. The electrical conductivity and TCR
(temperature coefficient of resistance, positive for the metallic filament) of the filament can be
extracted once the area of the filament and the resistance measured during 100 ps are known.
Our simulation involves surrounding the filament with an oxide which has an electrical
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resistivity
y exponentially decreassing with temperature ((non-linear nnegative TC
CR). The theermal
propertiees of the materials assum
med in our sim
mulation aree listed in Apppendix A.

Fig. 3.1
10: Thermal transients fo
or 0.1 V (greeen) and 0.8 V (blue) biaases across thhe device, att the
end of 100
1 ps. X-ax
xis representss distance from the centeer of the filaament.

This erro
or is introdu
uced due to self-heating in the mateerial during the pulsed-IIV calibratioon, at
high-pow
wer levels.
3.5. Endurance Cyccling
Using thee self-consisstent evidencce obtained from the theermometry aand TEM annalysis above, we
use the same
s
method
dology to deetermine the evolution oof the heatedd zone near tthe filamentt. Fig.
3.11 sho
ows the end
durance cyclling data for RRAM deevices that were cycledd with a cuurrent
complian
nce of 50 A
A with a VSEET of 1.5 V and
a VRESET oof -1.75 V, sshowing an eendurance faailure
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after 108 cycles. A recalibration
r
n of the filaament characcteristics usiing pulsed II-V yields a new
low-pow
wer slope, as shown in Fig
g. 3.11(a).

Fig. 3.11
1: (a) ΔT vs.
v power att low-powerr after enduurance failurre. (b) Rth vvs. radius prrofile
showing filament sizze evolution upon
u
enduraance cycle.
The red symbols ind
dicate the oriiginal filameent radius annd the blackk symbols inndicate the ∆
∆T vs
power ex
xtraction after the endurrance cyclin
ng. The postt cycling Rthh was observved to indiccate a
slope corresponding to a filameent of 1.5 nm
n radius ((Fig. 3.11(b))). This yields a widerr heat
affected zone
z
due to higher poweer levels needed to switcch the devicee.
3.6. Disccussion of en
ndurance fa
ailures
Based on
n the thermometry carrried out in the
t previouss sections, oone can estiimate the roole of
temperatu
ure in the sw
witching mecchanism. Wee use the meeasured pre-sswitching tem
mperatures ((from
five devices operatin
ng at differen
nt CC) and th
heir gradientts to estimate a Fick-Sorret vacancy rradial
flux balance (JFick/JSooret) [55], as shown
s
in Fig
g. 3.12.
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Fig. 3.12
2: Plot showing balance of Fick and Soret effectts for 5 switcching samplles (symbolss) and
samples that incurred
d endurancee failure due to SET (stuuck at HRS)) and RESET (stuck at LRS)
failures.

o
po
oint, it is asssumed that there
t
is a baalance betweeen concentrration drivenn outAt each operation
diffusion
n of vacanciies and vacaancy in-diffu
usion drivenn by the Soret effect [555]. Devicess that
undergo RESET failure (stuck at LRS) arre shown ass red symbools and theyy clearly shhow a
dominantt Soret con
ntribution prroducing an excessive in-diffusion of vacanciies. Devicess that
undergo SET failure (stuck at HR
RS) are show
wn as violet symbols andd indicate doominant Fickk flux
producin
ng an excesssive out-diffu
fusion of vaccancies. Num
merous obseervations aree consistentt with
this flux balance mod
del in which
h crystallizattion is a secoond order coonsideration and not a ceentral
participan
nt. These include the ob
bservations that
t
increasinng endurancce is possiblee with fast ppulses
to cold-sw
witch the deevice [56], th
hat devices undergoing
u
sswitching att lower tempperatures shoow no
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post-form
ming microsstructural ch
hange (i.e. HfAlOx rem
mains amorrphous) untiil the endurrance
failure. Moreover,
M
as
a discussed
d in the preevious sectioon, after ~ 5×105 cyclles, thermom
metry
indicates that the CF
F diameter (at 50 A CC
C) grows byy a factor off ~2, and a higher voltaage is
needed to
o RESET, caausing tempeeratures to lo
ocally exceeed 1500 K annd leading too the temperrature
excursion
n predicted by thermom
metry. Recen
ntly, SET faiilures have bbeen attribuuted to narroowing
and even
ntual discon
nnection of the filamen
nt [57]. Thiss creates a lower tempperature but high
concentraation gradients consisten
nt with the relative pos ition of SET
T and RESE
ET failures iin the
flux-balaance plot (Fig
g. 3.12-13).

Fig. 3.13
3: Schematicc of the devicce cross-secttion clearly indicating thhe filament ((red), crystalllized
region (h
hatched lightt-red) that geets heated up
p and causess the apparennt ∆T vs Pow
wer slope (R
Rth) to
reduce.
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The thermometry used in this chapter indicates that the device experiences temperatures in
excess of 1000 K which eventually causes the surrounding oxide matrix to become conductive,
thus acting as a self-limiting process to reduce the power density and the peak temperature. Apart
from changing the area of conduction, the switching process also creates a change in the lateral
temperature gradient. This change in gradient could affect the lateral out-diffusion of vacancies,
eventually causing SET and RESET failures. While the primary actor in endurance failure is
excess vacancies being created due to thermal cycling of the device and vertical temperature and
concentration gradients, the lateral gradients play an important role to ensure that the filament
does not get disconnected when the filament self-heats. More experiments are needed to
understand the role of lateral temperature gradients on the switching mechanism. This is also
partly because the vertical temperature gradients may be a strong function of electrode material
properties (most notable thermal properties).
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Chapter 4
S-type Negative Differential Resistance for
Compact Oscillators
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4.1. Introduction to S-NDR Oscillators
Brain-inspired neurocomputing is considered as an emerging alternative to computing based on
traditional techniques due to its massive parallelism. A neurocomputer attempts to mimic the
human brain via a network of coupled artificial neurons that process information in parallel.
Each brain neuron represents a computational unit in a neural network and a connection between
two such neurons represents is known as a synapse. The strength of this connection, the synapse
is in form of a synaptic weight in a neural network that relates one artificial neuron to another.
Traditional computing schemes (that utilize the von Neumann architecture) run a software
algorithm for a specific application by sequentially executing each line in the instruction code.
Even though each execution might take a very short time the overall computation efficiency is
not that high due to the serial execution of instructions [58]. Instead, a neural network performs
pattern recognition via associative memory in a massively-parallel manner. It maps a set of input
patterns to a set of output patterns via synaptic weights, whereby an output pattern can be
retrieved for a given initial pattern. Graphical applications would otherwise require numerous
memory fetch operations and a processor that is executing a list of commands for optimization.
Oscillatory neural networks (ONN) are one such example of phase-based neurocomputing, in
which the state variable is represented by the phase of an oscillator. For this, frequency-tunable
oscillators are used to implement circuit blocks. Specifications of these circuits typically have
stringent power and area constraints. One of the implementations of ONNs requires oscillators
with frequency as the processing state-variable [59],[60]. These oscillators utilize frequency shift
keying (FSK) to implement states, and thus, must be frequency tunable. The other
implementations of ONN require phase coupling and control (Phase Shift Keying, PSK). One of
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the challenges in implementing such oscillators in CMOS (Voltage Controlled Oscillators,
VCOs) is the relatively large footprint needed to realize them along with the need for a large area
phase-locked loop (PLL) [60] for ONNs, and the consequent power consumption. This challenge
becomes exacerbated in highly parallel oscillatory neural networks that need dense oscillator
arrays for associativity [59]. If ring oscillators are used, small areas can be achieved but
providing a wide tuning range is very difficult. Furthermore, coupling of oscillators requires
significant additional circuitry adding to the overall size and power. This has increased interest
in oscillatory behavior exhibited by emerging nanoscale devices based on chalcogenides, oxides
and spin-torque oscillators [59]. Moreover, these oscillators can be easily coupled directly
[61],[62], thus naturally lending themselves to ONNs. In this chapter, we will revisit the concepts
of S-NDR devices developed in Chapter 2, but under the context of how the same devices are
used as oscillators due to their unique characteristics.
Oscillators based on devices that exhibit S-shaped negative differential resistance (NDR) have
been explored for several decades [63-65]. These devices consisted of metal-semiconductor metal structures in which the functional layers were either chalcogenides or oxides. Recently,
parallel efforts by Parihar et al [62] have shown phase coupling of two such resistance ballasted
VO2 oscillators. However, these devices have to be fabricated as lateral structures on rutile
single-crystal TiO2 substrates, severely limiting their prospects for CMOS integration in the
BEOL. Moreover, VO2 has a very low transition temperature of ~85 ºC associated with
insulator-metal transition (IMT), rendering it impossible to expose it to typical CMOS operating
temperatures. Thus, we will focus our attention to materials that have high glass transition
temperatures at which the ON state can be thermally activated.
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This indicates that there is a clear need for vertical device stacks with > 500 K transition
temperatures for CMOS compatibility and area scaling. In order to address this, we use TaOx as
the functional layer. As we noted in Chapter 2, TaOx does not change its state at least up to 500
K and shows characteristics that are desirable for oscillators. Thus, this work serves as the first
report of TaOx as a material that exhibits an ON state that that can be stabilized and used for
oscillators. While frequency tunability has been shown in both oxide and chalcogenide-based
devices, it usually involved changing the ballast resistance. In addition, frequencies higher than
10 MHz have never been reported which heretofore has represented a serious limitation.
In this chapter, we demonstrate precise frequency control over four decades (20 kHz - 250 MHz)
using an emerging class of oscillators based on metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures, where
the insulator is an oxide thin film. We exploit unique properties of these materials and devices
which result in filamentary relaxation oscillations. Thus, the oscillator is a single MIM device in
series with a ballast, capable of displaying a large resistance change (> 100x) while being both
CMOS compatible and scalable. Additionally, we show the oscillator operation in two distinct
regimes in which the frequency tunability is dictated by two variables – ballast and the source
voltage. We explore how the oscillations are affected by using a linear resistor-ballast and a nonlinear transistor-ballast. Moreover, the oscillation characteristics reported here shed light on the
dynamics of the resistive memory switching devices during forming.

4.2 S-type Negative Differential Resistance and Oscillations
To implement these oscillators, we use two MIM crossbars to prove scalability of oscillators and
generality of the oscillation phenomenon. The first structure consists of a 5 µm crossbar in form
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of a Pt (2
20 nm)-TaO
Ox (RF sputteered, 60 nm))-Ta(5 nm)/P
Pt (15 nm) sstacks; the second is a sscaled
700 nm TaO
T x-based crossbar. Transition mettal oxides (inn this case, T
TaOx) have a unique prooperty
which en
nables the cu
urrent flowin
ng uniformly
y through thee device to sspontaneoussly and reverrsibly
collapse into a narrow
w electronicc filament – a property kknown in dynnamical systtems modeliing as
a ‘bifurcaation’ pheno
omenon [6], discussed in
n detail in Chhapter 2.

Fig. 4.1: (a) S-type NDR seen in the I-V characteristtics in devicces as they undergo voolatile
filament formation and
a dissolutiion. Line co
ontours repreesent the currrent densityy. (b) The ccircuit
schematic used to baallast the deevice to obseerve NDR. ((c) Optical iimage of thee device witth the
probe settup. The dottted red regio
on representss the crossbaar device.
The form
mation of narrrow electron
nic filaments in oxide annd phase chaange switches typically leads
to curren
nt runaway and
a permaneent changes in
i the device [13]. Theyy can, howevver, be stabiilized
by addin
ng a series reesistance in the circuit path.
p
This li mits the totaal current thhat flows thrrough
the devicce in the fillamented staate and prev
vents atomicc motion (deetails in Chhapter 2; Figg. 4.1
repeated for referencce). As show
wn in Fig. 4.2
2, if the form
ming step in RRAM devvices is prevented
from reaaching comp
pletion (by means
m
of using a currennt-limiting bballast), onee can stabilizze an
electronic filament. One can also
a
say thaat post resisstance changge after an incubation time
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(defined in Chapter 2)
2 has passeed, the devicce in the ON
N-state will m
maintain thee volatility oof the
ON-statee till permaneent atomic motion
m
occurrs. This timee is referred to as the loccking time – good
memory switches have
h
a small locking tiime and hennce form im
mmediately;; good threshold
switches//oscillators have
h
theorettically infinite locking time, whichh makes the filament allways
transient. Repeated localization and delocaalization of current in fform of a trransient filaament
results in
n oscillationss, which willl be investigated in this w
work.

Fig. 4.2: Device und
dergoing form
ming processs with a cleaar boundary oof reversibillity.
As the NDR
N
cannot be
b stabilized
d without a series
s
resistoor, we use it to guide thee device from
m the
high resistance state to low resisttance state. Unlike
U
oxidee based resisstive memorries (RRAM
M), the
resistance changes arre not permaanent i.e. thee high and thhe low resisttance states are thought to be
purely vo
olatile, whicch prevents any
a drift in resistance.
r
W
We use this bi-stable eleectronic natuure of
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the materrial in order to obtain self-sustained oscillations , with no extternal components otherr than
the test setup.

Fig. 4.3
3: (a) Self-su
ustained volttage and currrent oscillatiions at 12 kH
Hz with a 1..2 kΩ resistoor in
series and
a the com
mplete circuiit with meaasured parassitics used tto measure oscillations (b).
Schemaatic of the oscillator with
h a source baallast and parrasitics.

Figure 4..3(a) shows the
t voltage and
a current oscillations produced inn the 5 µm device; Fig. 44.3(b)
shows th
he equivalen
nt circuit con
ntaining all of the meassured parasittics loading the device. Here
the subsccript ‘ch’ reffers to the ch
hannel of an oscilloscopee.
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4.3 Effecct of Resisto
or and Tran
nsistor Balla
ast
We will first presentt a study that elucidates the effects oof large RS vvalues in freequency tuniing of
these osccillators. Thee devices useed in this stu
udy will be 5 µm TaOx ddevices.

Fig. 4.4:: (a) I-V ph
hase portraitt of devicess during osccillations annd (b) the bbehavioral bllock
diagram.

In order to precisely
y understand
d the devicee behavior aand the dynnamics assocciated with these
oscillatio
ons, we recast the data as
a a phase po
ortrait in thee I-V plane – Fig. 4.4(a)). This repreesents
the I-V trajectory
t
off the device (with differrent series reesistors) as it undergoes oscillationns i.e.
repeated filament forrmation and dissolution. Initially, thee device is rresistive at loow biases annd the
current conduction
c
in
n the devicee is uniform in state (1) . As the devvice enters N
NDR, the cuurrent
conductio
on becomes localized as
a it goes through state (2). At thiss point, the device resisstance
suddenly
y drops to a low
l value (sttate 3). This transition iss abrupt, as sseen in the fa
falling edge oof the
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voltage waveform
w
(rrising edge of the curreent waveform
m) in Fig 44.3(a). This transition iss thus
markedly
y different from
f
the theermally indu
uced slow-N
NDR process, obtained through DC
C I-V
measurem
ment in the same devicce, as shown
n in Fig. 4.11(a). Thus, the same deevices can eeither
undergo thermally-in
nduced NDR
R (Fig. 4.1(a))) or abrupt threshold sw
witching proocess (Fig. 4.4(a))
dependin
ng on the ap
pplied VS an
nd RS in the circuit. Notte that the ppeak currentt levels exhiibited
under theese two NDR
R conditionss differ by an
n order of m
magnitude (6000 µA in Figg. 4.1(a) vs 6 mA
in Fig. 4..4(a)). The difference
d
beetween the sllow thermallly-induced N
NDR and thee abrupt threshold
switching
g induced NDR
N
is discu
ussed in Chaapter 2. Thiss causes the voltage acrross the deviice to
drop sign
nificantly ass the voltag
ge division with
w the serries resistor evolves to a new operrating
point. Th
he reduced voltage drop
p across thee device, inn turn, causees the electrronic filameent to
become unstable
u
and
d eventually dissolve thro
ough state (44) (Fig. 4.4(bb)).

Fig. 4.5: Overlay of measured daata (blue, sollid) from vooltage and cuurrent oscillaations with a 1.2
kΩ resisttor and simu
ulation (red, dashed).
d

We used a reduced order
o
model to
t represent this bi-stablle behavior – using two linear resistoors to
approxim
mate the hig
gh resistancce (ROFF) an
nd low resiistance (RONN) states. T
The filamenttation
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dynamics that set the transition between these two states was modeled as triggered voltage
thresholds having a sigmoidal transition between resistance states, with two distinct
parameterized transition times. Figure 4.5 shows an overlay of the measured voltage and current
oscillations and the simulation results. Chapter 5 will discuss a more detailed model. In the next
section, we will describe how the devices operate under two distinct regimes: (1) Accelerated
filament dynamics due to overdrive voltage when a large resistor ballast is used; (2) Parasitic
dominated regime when a transistor is used as a ballast element.
When a ballast resistance is used in series with the device, the frequency can be tuned from 3
kHz to 500 kHz with a single series resistor as shown in Fig. 4.6(a). With increasing ballast
resistance, a larger source voltage is needed to raise the potential of the device to threshold
voltage and induce oscillations. In such cases, the frequency is found to increase as the series
resistance is increased indicating that the frequency is not only controlled by the electrical
parasitics, but also the acceleration of filament dynamics in the presence of a high overdrive
voltage, as has been reported in other material systems [63],[66]. Overdrive voltage can be
defined as the voltage that device experiences beyond the Vth (i.e. |Vapp – Vth|). Sakai et al. [66]
have presented a comprehensive summary of how large RS results in biasing the RS-device
combination with a larger supply voltage, VS, which in turn increases the frequency of
oscillations. Thus, it appears that as the frequency increases with increased RS. This may appear
to be counterintuitive but it should be noted that the supply voltage needed to initiate oscillations
(Vdevice > Vth) also increases with increased RS. Conversely, if the Vapp is held at a constant value
and RS is gradually increased, the frequency decreases, self-consistent with parasitic [63] and
overdrive-dominated [66] oscillations.
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Fig. 4.6: (a) Frequen
ncy tuning using seriess resistors inndicating ann increase inn frequency.. (b)
Both of the
t transition
n times saturrate with circcuit parasiticcs at high frrequency. Att low-frequency,
charging times are diictated by filamentation dynamics.  1, 2 represeent the rise aand fall timees of
the oscilllations.

The maxximum frequeency observ
ved in our ex
xperiment iss set by paraasitics in thee test setup. This
indicates that the fillamentation dynamics in
n presence of an overddrive voltagee dictate thee low
frequencies obtained
d with smaaller series resistance vvalues. Figuure 4.6(b) sshows both time
constantss (rise time, τ1; and fall time τ2) of the device ssaturating too a constant value due tto the
circuit parasitics (ass previously
y reported [63-65]). Intterestingly, it is the fillament form
mation
dynamicss in presencee of approprriate RS and VS which givves rise to τ1, and occur under condiitions
of uniforrm current co
onduction, raather than th
he filament ccollapse (τ2) which set thhe frequencyy. The
variation
n with seriess resistance suggests thaat the filameent undergoees a more ccomplete colllapse
(larger gaap) and takees longer to reform
r
underr low series resistance, w
while only ppartially collapses
and takess less time to
t reform un
nder high serries resistance, evidenceed by the deevice returniing to
OFF statee at higher voltage
v
(indiccated in Fig.. 4.4 (a)).
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Fig. 4.7:: Schematic showing th
he decrease in the rate limiting tim
me constantt as the RS and
consequeently VS is in
ncreased.

This is further
fu
clariffied in Fig. 4.7,
4 which has
h been schhematically uused to reprresent the daata in
Fig. 4.4((a). It indicaates the chaange in the oscillation pphase portraait as the reesistance and the
overdrivee voltage inccrease. As th
he device go
oes from ON
N state to O
OFF state, it arrives at hhigher
voltage on
o the OFF state
s
branch.. This effectiively reducees the rate lim
miting chargging time (R
RC) of
the devicce as it appro
oaches the th
hreshold volltage (Vth). M
Moreover, foor a higher RS, the loop iin the
phase po
ortrait nearly
y closes (Fig
g. 4.4(a), Fig
g. 4.7), resuulting in a ssaturation off frequency (Fig.
4.6(b)) in
nstead of a decrease wiith increasin
ng RS. In thiis regime, thhe frequencyy stops channging
(becomess independen
nt of RS) forr RS > 10 k
. It is likelyy that the dynnamics of fillament form
mation
and disso
olution are being
b
domin
nated by cap
pacitance andd parasitic rresistance, aat this stage. This
indicates that the electro-therm
mal device dynamics are faster; and that overcomingg this
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shortcoming would lead to faster and more energy efficient oscillators. The above argument
indicates that, if the parasitic capacitance due to the leads in our set up is eliminated, the
frequency is modulated by the overdrive voltage which changes the device dynamics (in addition
to being affected by the parasitics), which can unlock higher frequency and low-power operation
at the same time. This is tied to previous reports that when the device is in the ON state, the
maximum current determines the radius of the filament [6,67]. An increase in the overdrive
voltage is estimated to cause the filament size to increase. Subsequently, the recovery time
associated with a larger RS (and consequently higher current and larger radius) is expected to be
longer [6,67]. Thus, in the low-current, high-frequency regime, the oscillations would result in
very narrow filaments, making the device highly scalable when used at high frequencies.
In order to look at the effect of scaling and non-linear ballast, we present oscillation dynamics in
700 nm TaOx devices that are dominated by circuit parasitics, similar to previous works [63-65].
For this case, we use a transistor as a ballast which results in a decrease in frequency as the
channel/output resistance is reduced. The transistor used is a PMOS and enables lower resistor
values that can unlock higher frequencies without any additional need for overdrive voltage.
Figure 4.8 shows a schematic of the transistor load-line intersecting with the device I-V.
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Fig. 4.8: Load-line of the transisttor (green an
nd violet), inntersecting w
with the device I-V (red).

Figure 4.9 shows th
he circuit schematic of the PMOS--ballasted osscillator alonngside I-V pphase
portrait of
o a device. It must be
b noted thaat unlike Fiig. 6.4(a), thhe OFF staate is complletely
traversed
d, irrespectiv
ve of the gaate voltage used.
u
This iss primarily because thee transistor ooffers
significan
ntly lower output resisstance than the series rresistors. Thhus, the efffect of overrdrive
voltage (Sakai et al. [66]) is miniimal comparred to the efffects of the parasitics. T
Thus, the filaament
is compleetely formed
d and dissolv
ved for all VG’s considerred.
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Fig. 4.9: (a) Circuit schematic
s
an
nd (b) I-V Ph
hase portraitt of oscillatioons in a 700 nm device w
with
a PMOS ballast. Notte that the OFF
O state is fully
f
travers ed for both cases, VG = 4.2 V (red) and
VG = 4.5 V (blue).

In this co
onfiguration,, an increasee in the VG (b
bias applied at gate) corrresponds to a reduction iin the
VGS (gatee to source voltage) beccause the so
ource is pullled up to thee VS rail in the PMOS. This
causes th
he large-sig
gnal output resistance of the trannsistor to inncrease, whhich reducess the
frequency
y of oscillattions. Using PMOS balllast scheme, we are ablee to tune thee frequency from
250 kHz to 250 MHzz. Figure 4.1
10 shows thee frequency control of tthe oscillatorr as a function of
gate voltage. This en
nables the FS
SK scheme and
a potentiaally phase shhift keying (PSK) schem
me for
ONNs where there iss a need for compact
c
cou
upled phase-llocked loopss (PLLs).
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Fig. 4.10
0: Frequency
y tuning with
h a change in
i the gate vvoltage, VG. Highest repported frequeency
of ~250 MHz
M reporteed with the 1T1R
1
config
guration. Erroor bars supeerimposed onn the data pooints
representt the spread for
f 15 devices.

One musst note that while increaasing the so
ource voltagee, VS and thhe subsequennt overdrivee [66]
was the cause of increasing
i
frequency
f
in
n the resisttor ballast scheme, deecreasing thhe VG
(increasin
ng VGS, abssolute valuee) indeed causes an inncrease in ffrequency. T
This is beccause,
increasin
ng the VGS, causes
c
a larg
ger current to
o flow throuugh the circuuit, chargingg the output node
faster. Th
his causes th
he oscillation
n frequency to
t increase.
4.4. Disccussion on sccalability, variability,
v
failure
f
modees and perfo
formance metrics
One of th
he most inteeresting obseervations hass been the loow ON-currents seen inn the device when
driven to
o high-frequeencies – a beehavior uniq
que to these ddevices irresspective of the type of bballast
used in series
s
with th
he device. It has been lo
ong noted thaat the peak ccurrent in thhe ON state oof the
device diictates the siize of the traansient filam
ment/nucleus (ION α r2) [66,63,64,68]. This implies that
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higher frequencies require the device to operate such that the filament formed during the
oscillations is small. This is very amenable to scaled implementations of the device as both
frequency up-scaling and power downscaling are compatible. This is especially important in
dense array-type implementations. The next chapter will shed significant light on methods of
reducing power of this class of oscillators down to < 100 W. Being relaxation oscillators, the
peak power is dissipated in these oscillators during the capacitive discharging event that leads to
a current spike. It must be noted that while the peak power in these oscillators ranges from 4 mW
to 60 mW, the average power is significantly lower, ranging from 300µW to 3 mW. This is due
to the asymmetric nature of oscillations – most of the oscillation period is spent in the device
being in the OFF state with low power dissipation (Fig. 4.3(a)).
While oscillations have been stable, without permanently changing the resistance state of our
device (i.e. forming), permanent filament formation has been previously reported as a failure
mechanism for these type of oscillators [64,65]. However our oscillators show a different source
of failure - abrupt ceasing of oscillations leading to a threshold switching event, without a
permanent forming event. This usually occurs when the overdrive voltage is very high and can
be mitigated by adjusting the source voltage. Detailed study of the failure modes and the
persistence of ON state are needed to understand different failure modes. In all of our
oscillations, we see the device repeatedly recover its original, pre-formed resistance state each
time the device oscillates back to the OFF state. This suggests that the filamentation occurs
without significant migration of oxygen vacancies that the forming process usually involves.
Because these oscillations are not based on vacancy motion, the randomness in the initial
distribution of vacancies due to process variations is likely to have minimal effect on the
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oscillator, which is a positive for durability. Moreover, we chose TaOx which is known to have
very narrow distribution of forming and switching voltages with high endurance [69], to ensure
minimum pre-forming variability in threshold-switching. For these oscillators, the oscillations
last for > 106 cycles when operating at 3 mW average power (> 50 mW peak power), improving
to ~107 cycles when the average power is 300 µW (peak power < 10 mW). This implies that
significant improvement can be achieved with this class of oscillators when the peak current
overshoot is minimized (typically by increasing the ballast). Prior to failure (by forming), the
oscillators could undergo a change in frequency, especially for the high power modes of
operation, as has been reported earlier [64]. Chapter 5 and 6 will show that presence of different
load ballasts or drive elements can be used to provide a degenerative feedback mechanism that
prevents a change in frequency, effectively locking it.
The primary reason for the oscillatory nature of these oxide stacks is negative differential
resistance, which occurs due to a strong dependence of conductivity on temperature and current
density. Mott transitions [62] are one of the examples of how this steep dependence of
conductivity can be observed. While specific mechanisms of conductivity increase can vary, the
overall behavior could be universal [6,29,67]. More experiments are needed to establish the
universality of oscillatory behavior in other TMOs. While reliability is still a valid concern,
circuit techniques could potentially mitigate failures arising from eventual forming by using
feedback. More extensive investigation of such techniques is needed to validate this hypothesis.
Moreover, it must be noted that if the same device is biased in the positive differential resistance
regime of the ON-state, it behaves as a threshold switch. This understanding is also important
from the point of view of the use of threshold switches in RRAM memory arrays. If an S-NDR
device is biased inappropriately, it may start oscillating. This challenge becomes especially
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exacerbated due to the distributed trace resistance of the word-lines and bit-lines of RRAM
array. Thus the engineering requirements of an oscillator and threshold switch are fundamentally
different. The holding voltage must be low for both oscillatory and threshold switching
applications. However, threshold switches require the holding current to be as low as possible.
This is to enable threshold switching instead of oscillations. On the other hand, a high holding
current for oscillators implies the device has a wider selection of bias points for phase-frequency
tunability.
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Chapter 5
Engineering S-NDR Oscillators
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5.1. Intro
oduction to S-NDR Perrformance Metrics
M
and
d Challengess

Fig. 5.1:
5 I-V portrrait of a thresshold switch
h – intrinsic & in presencce of load-linne.

In Chapter 2, whicch studied the
t
forming
g process inn RRAM ccells, we obbserved neggative
differentiial resistance (NDR) as a unique feeature of thee oxide devicces. Any eleement that sshows
NDR can
n be approp
priately balllasted and biased
b
to ggive oscillatiions just likke cross-couupled
transistorrs. As discusssed earlier, NDR givess the device a possibilityy to exhibit two stable sstates
dependin
ng on how th
he load-line affects the characteristic
c
cs. Let us takke an exampple of an I-V
V plot
shown in
n red, in Fig
g. 5.1. Let us
u assume th
hat this plot with S-NDR
R (in red) reepresents thee I-V
characterristics of th
he device based
b
on itts material properties. One must note that these
characterristics repressent an I-V th
hat consists of the devicce showing m
more of the ddevice in thee ONstate (as opposed to Fig. 4.1) i.e. akin to
t the obseervations maade in Fig. 2.8(b). Ass this
phenomeenon has beeen explored for several decades (diiscussed in C
Chapters 2 aand 4), theree is a
rich family of literatture that triees to study oscillatory bbehaviour uusing a non--linear dynam
mical
systems formalism [6]. Despite such detaileed works, moost of it is rrarely cited due to the m
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disciplinary nature of this area and lack of applications that needed such highly compact
oscillatory units. It is now well-known that the circuit and the NDR element interact with one
another to result in a self-sustained limit cycle that races a loop in the I-V trajectory. Several
examples of such oscillators using chalcogenides, VOx, NiOx and NbOx exist in literature. The
frequency of these oscillators was found to decrease with increasing value of ballast resistor,
implying that the frequency is limited by the charging time associated with charging the node
shared by the ballast and the oscillator.
One of the challenges that these oscillators face include poor parameterization of physics
associated with oscillations. For example, the threshold voltage (akin to forming voltage) has
been stated to linearly depend on the thickness of the material and yet the holding voltage has
been found to be relatively independent of thickness [70]. This has been attributed to three
factors viz. (1) Electrical contact resistance, (2) Schottky barrier height at the electrodesemiconductor (or insulator) interface, (3) Resistance of the filament [6]. It must be noted that
other effects associated with the filament field and temperature [72] also play a very important
role in deciding the holding voltage and current values. Sustainable scaling of threshold voltage
has to be accompanied by scaling of holding voltage to retain the large voltage swing as being
the advantage of these oscillators. Thus careful engineering of the device is crucial.
This chapter builds upon the understanding from Chapter 4 and examines TaOx-based compact
oscillators (RRAM-type) as neuronal elements of an ONN compute block and experimentally
demonstrates: (1) First ever 1T1R integrated structure, (2) Maximum frequency of ~500 MHz, >
2 orders of magnitude higher than reported in this class of oscillators, (3) Lowest reported power
down to < 200 µW, one order of magnitude lower than best reported, (4) Full-system simulation
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of an ONN-based associative memory (design and simulations carried out by Thomas C.
Jackson).
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5.2. Deviice Structurre and Tran
nsistor Integ
gration

Fig. 5.2: Devicee & therm
mal Fig. 5.3: Image off 1T1R struccture
footprint of a filameent heated-zzone
in a typiccal TaOx dev
vice

Fig. 5.4:
Scheematic of 1T
T1R

Fig. 5.2 shows a ty
ypical oscilllator structu
ure with an SEM of a device thaat has underrgone
filamentaation. The sttructure consists of a MIM
M
structuree with Ta ellectrodes (chhoice of whiich is
described
d in the following sectio
on). The SE
EM image, aakin to Chappter 2, show
ws a heat afffected
zone on the
t top electtrode that seerves as a sig
gnature of loocal heating that would have occurrred in
the devicce during th
he oscillatio
on process. These strucctures have been integgrated on PM
MOS
transistorrs as shown in Fig. 5.3, with a schem
matic in Fig.. 5.4. It must be noted thhat the transistors
have a ciircular geom
metry with a circular gatee structure thhat is used tto control thhe frequencyy. The
source off the PMOS device is co
onnected to a DC powerr source and the drain is connected tto the
MIM dev
vice. This enables
e
the PMOS
P
device to starvee the oscillattor of the m
minimum hoolding
current. Moreover,
M
being
b
an inttegrated imp
plementationn, there is a lower dispplacement cuurrent
(discharg
ging from the node beetween the MIM and tthe transistoor, unlike tthe configurration
described
d in Chapter 4) which fu
urther makes the oscillatiions stable.
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Fig. 5.5: Characterristics of devices
d
in I-V
I
plane as it Fig.
5.6:
P
PMOS
ID-VDS
undergoees filament formation
f
an
nd dissolution
n
charracteristics. O
Overdesigneed for
highh-drive and loow-power

Fig. 5.5(a) shows thee experimen
ntal I-V trajeectory of a ddevice, indiccating the thhreshold (Vthh) and
holding voltages (V
Vh), which define
d
the voltage swinng. When thhe power iss supplied too the
oscillatorrs, the voltage across th
hem increasees (while theey are in OF
FF state) eventually croossing
threshold
d at 1V whiich causes the
t nucleatio
on of a tem
mporary filam
ment and thhe resistancee and
voltage to
t drop. Thee drop in voltage across the device causes the uunstable filaament to disssolve
causing the
t device to
o go back to
o the OFF sttate, as show
wn in Fig. 5..5(b). Fig. 5.6 shows thee IDSVDS charracteristics of
o the PMOS
S with a W/L
W of 22 deesigned for llow power and high faan-out
oscillatorrs. The tran
nsistors weree fabricated at Stanfordd Universityy by Max Shulaker witth the
device in
ntegration off the thresholld switches/o
oscillators coompleted at Carnegie M
Mellon.
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5.3. Engiineering Osscillators forr Low-Poweer and High
h Performan
nce
The key parameters that need to
o be engineeered in thesse S-NDR ooscillators arre: (1) Threshold
voltage, (2)
( Holding voltage and
d current, (3)) Frequency of oscillatioons and (4) S
Scalability inn area
and pow
wer. As discussed in Ch
hapter 2 and 4, the thrreshold swittching is ann electric field –
mediated
d event and hence
h
scaling
g down the thickness
t
off the device sshould scalee down the ddevice
threshold
d voltage. It must be noted that thesse devices ddo not show a first-fire tthreshold vooltage
that is greater than the oscillato
ory thresholld voltage. E
Engineeringg of the oxidde thicknesss and
electrodee work function enabless the low-po
ower operatiion of the ddevice whichh results in lowpower, laarge-voltage swing oscillations, as sh
hown in Fig.. 5.7.

Fig. 5.7: (a) Nearly linear
l
increaase in the thrreshold voltaage with inccreasing thicckness, indiccating
e
(b) The
T holding
g voltage allso increasees with incrreasing workkfunction oof the
a field effect.
electrodee material. The
T symbolss represent a median vallue out of 10 measurem
ments of diffferent
samples.
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The work
k-function of the electro
ode material dictates the height of thhe potential bbarrier (Schoottky)
formed at
a the metall-oxide interface. This potential baarrier inducces a built-iin voltage aat the
interface. This depen
nds on the diifference in the
t workfunnction of the metal and thhe Fermi levvel of
the oxidee (Ta2O5 hass a Fermi lev
vel at ~ 4.3 eV). This pootential barrrier will reduuce the voltaage at
which th
he carriers stop
s
conduccting and the device reeverts back to the OFF
F state – hoolding
voltage.

v
of th
he devices pllotted as a fuunction of laateral dimennsion scalingg. The
Fig. 5.8: Threshold voltage
threshold
d voltage beccomes nearly
y independen
nt of lateral dimensions at small sizees.

As the microstructur
m
re of TaOx was found to be amorrphous (as ddiscussed inn Chapter 1)), the
nucleatio
on sites (in form
f
of defe
fects) are disstributed ranndomly (witthout any prreferred locaations
such as grain-bound
daries). Thuss, the break
kdown proceess in these materials, w
which perhaaps is
mediated
d by pre-exissting conducctive defects is retarded if the area iss scaled beloow a certainn size.
This mak
kes the threshold voltagee nearly areaa independennt, indicatingg a great pottential for sccaling
in the sub
b-100 nm scale.
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Based on
n this stack engineering,, 700 nm × 700 nm croossbars madee of 30 nm T
Ta as the boottom
electrodee with 28 nm
m of TaOx as the bistablee oxide with 20 nm of Taa as the top eelectrode, caapped
with 10 nm
n of Pt (Fig
g. 5.2) are ussed for perfo
ormance bennchmarking.
The oscilllation frequ
uency can bee tuned up to
o 500 MHz bby changingg the channeel conductance on
the PMO
OS, as shown
n in Fig. 5.9.

Fig. 5.9:: Frequency
y tuning in 1T1R oscilllators with (80 pF) annd without (10 pF) extternal
capacitiv
ve ballast.

The frequ
uency is lim
mited by the parasitics
p
of the 1T1R coonfiguration (as discusseed in the prevvious
chapters)); an effect obvious
o
in comparison
c
between
b
thee oscillatory node loadedd by < 10 ppF (as
fabricated) and 80 pF
p (after loaading with a capacitor externally). This is connsistent with the
observatiions made in
n Chapter 4 which
w
relatee the frequenncy to the baallast and thee parasitics. T
Thus,
frequency
y in expecteed to increasse with devicce scaling. T
The temperaature coefficiient of frequuency
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of these oscillators is < 1%/°C over 25 °C to 150 °C making them insensitive to on-chip
temperatures.

5.4. Discussion
It has been observed in previous works on chalcogenides that the non-linear dynamics of the
oscillators are very tightly coupled with the circuit parasitics that they are loaded with (Chapter 4
and [73]). Thus device-circuit co-optimization is essential to ensure that the devices are scalable
alongside CMOS scaling and that they do not show fundamental limitations in being deployed as
nano-primitives for ONNs. In this section, we will look at the effect of scaling and circuit
parasitics on the oscillator dynamics.
It has also been observed that the threshold voltage associated with these oscillators is dependent
on the number of nucleation sites existing in the insulator matrix for the temporary filamentation
to occur, the thickness of the oxide/semiconductor film and the temperature at which these films
operate as oscillators [74]-[76]. As the device area is scaled down, a weak increase in threshold
voltage is often observed due to the reduction in the nucleation sites needed for the temporary
filament to form. However, previous works in threshold switches [6],[75]-[76] have shown that
scaled devices can be formed into a permanent secondary high-resistance state consisting of
conductive phases, which in turn act as nucleation centers for the temporary filament during
oscillations. It has also been shown that semiconducting glasses (both chalcogenides and oxides)
have an almost linear dependence of threshold voltage on the thickness of the film. For threshold
switches, sub-1 V switches have been developed with both oxides and chalcogenides. This
implies that these devices can be scaled down to the minimum nucleation size (~3 nm) [77].
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Thus, even integrated
d implementtations of th
hese oscillatoory elementss would be llimited in area by
the ballast and couplling transisto
or pitch. However, it muust be notedd that as the oscillators sscale,
they wou
uld have low
wer threshold
d voltages an
nd peak currrents. This w
would be coonsistent witth the
scaled traansistors thaat would onlly be able handle
h
limiteed power resulting in thhe temporaryy ON
state of the
t device to
o be highly unstable (ass IDSAT woulld be lower than holdinng current foor the
device) and
a hence th
he device wo
ould oscillatee at a higher frequency. Figure 5.10 shows frequuency
tuning in
n 100 nm TiO
Ox based cro
ossbars (sam
me electrodess, 20 nm TiO
Ox). It is noteworthy thaat the
frequency
y of oscillaations is of the
t same orrder of maggnitude as T
TaOx devices because oof the
oscillatorry process beeing parasitiic dominated
d.

Fig. 5.10: Frequeency tuningss in a scaled 100 nm TiO
Ox oscillator..
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Because the frequency is almost always limited by the device dynamics in the OFF state, the role
of the parasitic capacitance charging at the oscillating node is crucial to ensure reliable
oscillation phase portraits.
Shaw et al. [74] have shown that the maximum current after the device transitions to the ON
state is governed by the displacement current associated with the parasitic node capacitance as
well as the inductance of the system. Ideally, if the system has minimal capacitance, the
oscillating nodes would be limited by the filament dynamics. In such cases, it is observed [74]
that the oscillations have much higher frequencies which implies lower holding currents.
Typically, holding current is a DC quantity that refers to a critical nucleus size that the filament
has to reach, below which, the filament dissolves. However, transient ON Characteristics [71]
show that the ON state would have much lower holding currents if the duration for which the
nucleus exists is shorter. Thus higher frequencies which are possible with low parasitics would
eventually correspond to a smaller duration for which the subcritical nucleus persists and this
results in a lower holding current.
The nature of filament formation is considered to be an electronic or nucleation switching
process process. In Appendix B, we will present some results showing NDR at cryogenic
temperatures which indicates that the process should not involve motion of atoms, making the
cycle to cycle variation minimal. Thus the same defect site serves as the initial nucleation site for
the oscillations to initiate. However, the parasitic heating in presence of oxygen getters or
presence of point defects with low activation energies [79] is the main cause of oscillation
failure. In most cases, this problem is exacerbated due to the large discharge current that
accompanies the onset of ON state. This discharge current is directly proportional to the
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parasiticss that load th
he oscillator and the chan
nge in the deevice voltagge during thee switching eevent.
Thus, scaaling down the device laterally
l
(low
wer capacitaance) and in power (low
wer dV/dt) shhould
help redu
ucing the varriability and failure.
When oscillators arre coupled, their coup
pling is exppected to bbe far morre robust ass the
synchron
nization is mainly
m
dominated by the coupling eelement (as we will disscuss in the next
chapter). Hence, sm
mall changes in the indiividual frequuencies cann be compennsated for aas the
frequency
y to which th
he system iss locked to, is set by the coupling eleement.
As a marrk of contrib
bution of th
his work, Fig
g. 5.11 show
ws the improovement in performancee and
power acchieved overr the develop
pment time of
o this class oof oscillatorss.

Fig. 5.11
1: Developm
ment of S-NDR based oscillators
o
inn terms of pperformance and power over
time.
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5.5. Oscillatory Neural Networks (ONNs)
Brain-inspired neurocomputing is considered as an emerging alternative to computing based on
traditional techniques due to its massive parallelism. A neurocomputer attempts to mimic the
human brain via a network of coupled artificial neurons that process information in parallel.
Each brain neuron represents a computational unit in a neural network and a connection between
two such neurons represents is known as a synapse. The strength of this connection, the synapse
is in form of a synaptic weight in a neural network that relates one artificial neuron to another.
Traditional computing schemes (that utilize the von Neumann architecture) run a software
algorithm for a specific application by sequentially executing each line in the instruction code.
Even though each execution might take a very short time the overall computation efficiency is
not that high due to the serial execution of instructions. Instead, a neural network performs
pattern recognition via associative memory in a massively-parallel manner. It maps a set of input
patterns to a set of output patterns via synaptic weights, whereby an output pattern can be
retrieved for a given initial pattern. Graphical applications would otherwise require numerous
memory fetch operations and a processor that is executing a list of commands for optimization.
Oscillatory neural networks (ONN) are one such example of phase-based neurocomputing, in
which the state variable is represented by the phase of an oscillator. But each neuron requires a
voltage or current controlled oscillator and a means of programming the phase relationship
among all neurons to represent the stored information. CMOS voltage-controlled oscillators
(VCOs) are theoretically viable to represent oscillations, but completely impractical from an
energy standpoint. Moreover, implementing the phase relationships among the VCOs is even
more inefficient. This implies that there is a need to explore directly coupled ONNs as proposed
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by Nikon
nov et al [59
9] as they offfer a more compact
c
andd energy effiicient implem
mentation. Inn this
section, we
w will utilizze NDR exh
hibited by S-N
NDR devicees in order too implement oscillatory uunits.
Oscillato
ory neural networks
n
(O
ONNs) comp
posed of couupled phasee-locked looops (PLLs) were
proposed
d by F. Hopp
pensteadt an
nd E. Izhikev
vich in [60].. In an this style of ON
NN, a PLL accts as
the “neurron,” integraating and sto
oring the statte of the systtem as its phhase while cconnections aact as
the “synaapses,” or th
he weighted influence of
o one neuroon on anotheer. It has been shown thhat in
this netw
work, the neu
urons all sy
ynchronize to
o the same frequency aand that theiir relative phhases
settle to a pattern storred in the neetwork.

Fig. 5.12
2: A concep
ptual diagram
m of one cell of an O
Oscillatory N
Neural Netw
work (ONN).. The
informatiion in the sy
ystem is storeed as the phaase of the ouutput signals of each of tthe PLLs.

Many ONNs
O
have been propo
osed and simulated, bbut a combbination of architecturee and
technolog
gy that is sccalable and reprogramm
mable has noot yet been proposed. F
For example,, in a
system using
u
lasers as neuronss and holog
graphic inteerconnect ass synapses is proposedd and
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simulated in [78], but significant implementation challenges remain before such a system would
be feasible, including the fabrication of holographic interconnect.
A system with a more feasible implementation was proposed and simulated in [80]. This system
uses MEMS-based oscillators as neurons and variable electronic connections between them.
Although the technology exists to build these systems, there is no strong evidence that such a
system will be able to scale in area and power due to limitations in the mechanical oscillators.
An implementation using more traditional circuit elements was proposed and built in [81]. The
neurons in this network are built around van der Pol oscillators, and the connectivity is achieved
through a variable impedance. The example system in this paper is constructed from discrete
components, and translating it to an efficient deeply-scaled CMOS circuit would be particularly
challenging due to the inclusion of inductors in each oscillator and the need for active analog
circuitry to provide the needed negative impedances.
ONNs based around spin torque oscillators (STOs) have recently been proposed and built in
[61], and these systems are capable of scaling well in terms of area and power. The only
demonstrated systems thus far have not been reprogrammable, as the coupling strength is based
on the physical distance between the oscillators. Additionally, STOs have a voltage swing in the
mV range which makes the design of interface circuitry very difficult.
The architecture and technology proposed in this paper is scalable and programmable. The
neurons are represented by RRAM-based oscillators that can scale deeply in area and power
while still operating at voltages easy to use with CMOS circuits. The synaptic connections use
the same physical RRAM component, therefore they scale similarly in area and power. A single
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neuron an
nd its synap
ptic connectio
ons are show
wn in Fig. 5..13(a), whilee multiple neeurons connnected
in two diifferent confi
figurations arre shown in Fig. 5.13(b) and (c).
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Fig. 5.13
3: The RRAM
M-based ON
NN. (a) A sin
ngle neuron with its synnaptic connecctions. The pphase
of V1(t) is
i the state of
o the networrk, and the resistance
r
vaalues of W111 to Wn1 are the values oof the
synaptic weights. (b)) An example configurattion of neuroons in a celluular connectivity patternn. The
details off the neurons and synapsses are abstrracted away to show connnectivity. X1 to X9 reprresent
inputs to the system. (c) An exam
mple configu
uration of thee neurons inn a fully-connnected patteern. A
cross-barr array is useed to achievee high synap
pse density.

The synaaptic connecctions in an ONN requiire analog prrogrammabiility, and theerefore in a pure
CMOS im
mplementatiion a DAC would
w
be req
quired for eaach unique w
weight, whicch is infeasibble in
terms of power and area
a scaling. A VCO in CMOS
C
desiggned to com
mpete with thhe power andd area
scaling of
o the RRAM
M oscillatorss would be at
a a frequenccy so high tthat higher pperformancee (and
thereforee power) dig
gital circuitry
y would be needed. Unllike with a C
CMOS-onlyy implementaation,
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in this arrchitecture, the analog co
omponents are
a implemennted by RRA
AM devices so the remaaining
CMOS circuitry is prrimarily digiital and thereefore able too take full addvantage of pprocess scaliing.
The osciillators fabriicated in this chapter were
w
used to create a reesistance swiitching VeriilogA
model wh
hich was useed to simulate the operattion of an ON
NN construccted with theese 1T1R vooltage
controlled oscillatorss (VCOs). Th
he behavior of relaxatioon oscillationns can be moodeled withiin the
framework defined by
b Balthasarr van der Pol [82]. Herre, any S-N
NDR device can exhibit selfsustained
d relaxation oscillationss due to thee nonlinear damping onnce it is inttegrated intoo the
second order
o
circuitt given in Fig.
F 5.14 (a)) [83]. This model wass implementted for thesee our
oscillatorrs in collaboration with Yunus
Y
Kesim
m.

Fig. 5.14
4: (a) van deer Pol circuiit model and
d (b) overlayy of simulattion (blue) aand measureement
waveform
m of voltage oscillationss.
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The capaacitance (Cp) representss the parasittic capacitannce and thee inductor (L
L) representts the
persisten
nt behavior of
o the filameent. S-NDR block repreesents the DC behavior of the stackk. For
this systeem to oscillaate, the load
d line defineed by the DC
C voltage annd the ballasst resistor shhould
cross the I-V graph in
n the NDR region
r
[83], discussed inn the previouus chapter. H
Here, the origgin of
Cp can be considered
d to be parassitic. Howev
ver, the induuctance (L) ssimply repreesents the sw
weepdependen
nt transient nature
n
of filaament. This is
i better expplained in Figgure 5.15(a) which show
ws the
circuit scchematic of a TaOx devicce connected
d in series w
with a resistorr.

(b)
(a)

Fig. 5.15
5: I-V characcteristics of an
a oxide dev
vice showingg metastablee ON state w
when stressedd with a
triangulaar pulse with a ramp-rate of 0.1 V/mss (a) and 1 V
V/µs (b).

As the biias across th
he device-ressistance pair is slowly inncreased (0.11 V/ms, trianngular pulsee), the
current th
hrough the device
d
increaases and eveentually, at a threshold vvoltage, the ddevice enterss into
the negaative differen
ntial resistan
nce regime.. This impliies that the device form
ms a conduuctive
filament as it enters NDR
N
and thiis abrupt red
duction in ressistance is reesponsible fo
for the differeential
resistance becoming negative. Depending
D
on
n the overdrrive-voltage (differentiaal voltage beeyond
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the threshold voltage) applied to the device, the device may settle down to various low resistance
states, or ON states. The ON state is completely volatile (corresponding to a volatile filament)
and the device will revert back to the OFF state (filament dissolved) once the voltage is removed.
The voltage and current associated with this reversal is designated as the “holding voltage” (Vh)
and the “holding current” (Ih). However, if the triangular pulse is significantly faster (1 V/µs), a
device in ON state does not return back to the OFF state. Figure 5.15(b) shows the persistence of
ON state, as previously seen in transient ON-Characteristics (TONC) [71]. This behavior is a
representative of an inductor as the device cannot change its resistance fast enough if the voltage
ramp is faster than the relaxation time.
For simulation purposes, the circuitry given on Fig. 5.14 (a) is created in SPICE. In order to
import the DC I-V relationship into the simulation and create the S-NDR block, a Verilog-A
model is developed in which the piece-wise linear fit is used. This simulation setup can
effectively recreate the simulation behavior of S-NDR type oscillators when the correct
component parameters are chosen. The ballast resistor and the DC supply voltage are already
known. The parasitic capacitance, Cp, can be fitted based on the frequency of the oscillations.
The inductor, L can be adjusted such that the amplitude of the oscillations matches the
experimental data, as it is an indicative of the nature of TONC that the material exhibits. Fig.
5.14 (b) shows an overlay of the oscillation waveforms of the simulation and the experimental
results.
The frequency of oscillations is predominantly determined by the parasitic capacitance, Cp. In
previous chapters, oscillations at the frequency of 600 MHz were demonstrated when the ballast
device was integrated on chip for reduced parasitics. In our simulation the values of Cp are used
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from thee experimenttally measurred value off ~10 pF. T
The remaininng chapter w
will describbe the
network behavior of the proposeed ONN. Forr more detaills, the full-ppaper by T. C
C. Jackson, A
A. A.
Sharma [84]
[
must bee referred to.
The systeem was testeed as an associative mem
mory, and aan 8 neuron network waas tested. Thhe test
patterns and
a results are
a shown in Fig. 5.16 an
nd 5.17.

Fig. 5.16
6: Pattern reccognition by associative memory
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7: Settling tiimes for two
o patterns in
n an 8 neurron oscillatoory neural neetwork simuulated
Fig. 5.17
with a VeerilogA mod
del of the meeasured device.

Due to th
he high freq
quency operaation of these oscillatorss, the networrk is able too converge w
with a
smaller settling
s
time than publish
hed devices.. However, iit must be nooted that thee CMOS circcuitry
around th
he VCO could be prohib
bitive in term
ms of both poower and areea.
In this chapter, we discussed
d
ho
ow these 1T
T1R oscillattors can be tuned in ordder to be CM
MOS
compatib
ble. Followin
ng this, we demonstrateed an appliccation of theese oscillatoors for oscilllatory
neural neetworks. To
o address th
he challenges posed in the previouus section, nnext chapterr will
discuss applicationss of these 1T1R osccillators thaat are amennable to ddense 4F2 array
implemen
ntations for highly-paralllelized direcctly coupledd network-baased computaation.
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Chapter 6
S-NDR Oscillators: Network Applications
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As traditional CMOS device scaling for von Neumann architectures is nearing limits with device
behavior becoming increasingly stochastic, continued increases in the computational ability per
unit area and power cannot be sustained. Hence researchers have started looking for alternative
computational schemes. Neuromorphic computing, often simply rendered as neurocomputing is
one such paradigm that tries to mimic the same level of superior error-resilient compute, power
and area efficiency as the human brain. This is specifically targeted towards a class of problems
associated with pattern recognition that existing architectures are inefficient in handing with the
same level of speed and power as the brain. Moreover, CMOS implementations of such
neuromorphic systems have failed to achieve level of parallelism and energy efficiency exhibited
by the brain [85],[86]. Hence, there is an increasing interest in looking at emerging devices that
can enable some of the analog functionality needed for neuromorphic systems. Several
implementations of neural networks have been proposed such as cellular neural networks
(CNNs) which use multi-level resistance states exhibited by resistive random access memory
(RRAM) cells or phase change memory (PCM) cells, as the state variable [87]. Likewise,
oscillatory neural networks (ONNs) use oscillator arrays that consist of coupled oscillators in
order to implement the parallelism, with each node representing a vector element that will be
coupled with their neighbors [88]-[89].
Nikonov et al. [59] have reviewed and proposed several oscillatory neural network topologies
that are broadly classified by the quantity that they use as a state variable namely, frequency and
phase. The architectures that use frequency rely on frequency shifts or frequency shift keying
(FSK) to match patterns. In FSK, each element oscillated at a frequency that is directly
proportional to the vector distance between individual elements of the test vector and the
memorized vector. All of the oscillators have the same coupling and an averaging block is used
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to detect the closest match by averaging the distances between each vector element. In FSKbased systems, there is a clear need for frequency tuning over a large spectrum. Prior work on
some of these emerging oscillators has shown limited tuning range of ~10 kHz to ~2 MHz. This
not only limits the resolution of image processing (due to small margins between distinguishable
frequencies), but also performance limitations due to its low-frequency operation (2 MHz being
the maximum reported [16]).
A more common approach to implement ONNs is using phase as the state variable. In such
coupled oscillator arrays [59], phase is the state variable that carries out the computation,
encoding the information by phase shift keying (PSK). Furthermore, two distinct topologies of
PSK-based systems have been proposed in prior work [59] – (1) an indirectly coupled ONN in
which each oscillating node (neuron) is coupled to its neighbor using indirect coupling units
(synapses); (2) star-coupled ONN in which each node is directly coupled to its neighbor through
a coupling element with variable strength to control the phase between two oscillatory elements.
Thus, a test vector has to compare the phase with all memorized vectors each with different set
of coupling coefficients. Again, an average eventually activates the correct recognition of
pattern. The star-coupled or directly coupled ONN offers distinctive advantages in terms of
compactness, ease of integration in the back-end of the line (BEOL), and reduced circuit
complexity. Moreover, CMOS-based indirectly-coupled ONNs use Phase-locked Loops to build
oscillator arrays and tend to be power and area inefficient. This has led to investigation of
compact oscillatory systems which can be used in ONNs. This makes the star-coupled ONNs a
significantly more attractive implementation compared to indirectly coupled ONNs.
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In the previous chapters, we developed an understanding to tune the oscillator parameters,
making it amenable to scaled implementations. In this chapter, we will focus on: (1) Phase
coupling and control of oscillator pair. This will help us gain a better understanding of the
oscillator dynamics when loaded with another oscillator. (2) Injection locking of oscillators to
enable variability tolerant phase initialization. (3) Application of S-NDR oscillators for edge
detection (in collaboration with Yunus E. Kesim). (4) Stereo Vision using directly coupled
networks.
6.1. Phase Coupling and Control of S-NDR Oscillators
To date, phase manipulation of compact electronic oscillators has proven to be a challenging
problem. While gyromagnetic spin torque oscillators and VO2-based oscillators have shown
promise, their applicability has been limited to a binary phase contrast when coupled. Most
image processing applications rely on gray-scale processing (and by extension, color) [62],
motivating a need for fine grain phase-control (i.e. gray-scale levels). To date, fine-grain
frequency and phase control have not been achieved, motivating our work to explore this
emerging class of oscillators with a goal of implementing them in the star-type directly coupled
configuration.
The desirable features of oscillators for oscillatory networks include: (1) phase and frequency
coupling, (2) fine-grain control over these state variables, and (3) potential for dense, scalable
arrays. In order to understand the mechanism of coupling, we first explore the coupling of two
oscillators. The physics of coupling is expected to give us deep insights into a multi-oscillator
coupled network. Moreover, such fine-grain control over both frequency and phase serve as the
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desirablee characterisstics of oscillators in diirectly couppled FSK annd PSK-baseed neuromoorphic
systems.
ons in two different
d
osccillatory elem
ments (A & B), at nom
minally the same
If we staart oscillatio
frequency
y, they osciillate with arbitrary
a
phase due to variability in the time it takes to start
oscillatio
ons. Moreoveer, their actu
ual frequencies will diffe
fer due to varriation in eitther the osciillator
or the traansconductaance of the MOSFET
M
in
n series. Figg. 6.1 showss voltage osscillations off two
such uncoupled devicces. In contrrast, if the osscillating nodes are shorrted, as show
wn in Fig. 6.22, the
y and phase are both com
mpletely loccked.
frequency

Fig. 6.1: Circuit sch
hematic and oscillation waveforms of two uncooupled oscilllators with same
d because off drift that iis observed due to deviice to
ballast VG. Frequenccy and phasee uncoupled
device vaariations.
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Fig. 6.2: Circuit scheematic and oscillations
o
in
i a fully-coupled oscillaator showingg complete pphase
and frequ
uency lockin
ng.

In order to controllaably phase-ccouple two free-runningg oscillatorss, we use a simple capaacitor
between their oscillaating nodes.. A circuit schematic
s
oof this configguration is shown in F
Figure
6.3(a). The capacitiv
ve coupling element
e
actss as a high-ppass filter annd thus, a cuurrent wouldd flow
t coupling
g element eveery time a trransition takkes place. Figgure 6.3(b) sshows 180º pphase
through the
differencce between the voltage transients on the couppled pair of oscillatorss (black andd red
respectiv
vely).
We know
w that for a single
s
elemeent (uncouplled), when thhe device traansitions to the ON statee, the
filament formed is un
nstable i.e. the
t current in
n the ON staate is lower than the hollding currennt (Ih).
Thus, thee filament will
w dissolvee and the vo
oltage acrosss the device will start increasing (OFF
state).
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(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6.3:: (a) Circuitt schematic for variablee phase couupling with schematic N
NDR I-V’s
shown to
o depict the oscillators.
o
(b)
( 180° phaase couplingg using a couupling capaccitance. (c)
Voltage across osciillators and
d (d) curren
nt through the oscillattors showinng a clear
stabilizattion of ON-sstate due to the
t displacem
ment currentt.

To understand the electrical
e
dy
ynamics asssociated withh the couplling, assumee that at t = t0,
oscillatorr A is in the ON state wh
hile oscillato
or B is in thee OFF state. Thus, at t0, a large current is
flowing through
t
A (thus
(
the voltage acrosss A is low) while the vvoltage acrosss B is graddually
rising. Th
he rising B causes the high-pass
h
fillter to shuntt a substantiial amount oof current innto A.
While in
n uncoupled oscillators, any ON staate would haave been unnstable but thhe supply of this
extra currrent to A frrom B, resu
ults in the neet current inn A being thhe sum of ccurrents from
m the
supply and the coup
pling elemen
nt. This resu
ults in the ttotal currentt through A to be abovve the
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holding current and thus the device ON state is stabilized. This is clearly shown in Fig. 6.3 (c)
and (d). The voltage and current waveforms of the coupled pair with dissimilar voltages indicates
the stabilization of one of the oscillators in the ON state at Vh, Ih while the other oscillator
charges. At t = t1, B switches to the ON state (as the node voltage exceeds threshold voltage), the
displacement current (iBA) through the capacitive branch reverses direction and reduces the
current through A. This causes the stabilized ON state of A to become unstable and the device
resistance reverts back to OFF state. As this process is occurring, the displacement current from
the coupling stabilizes the ON state of B till A reaches its threshold voltage. This process keeps
repeating itself, resulting in a full 180º out of phase coupling.
It is thus predictable that the bandwidth of the coupling element plays an important role in
stabilizing the filament during the coupling process. If the displacement currents do not last for
long enough, we could get coupling ranging from 180º out of phase down to fully coupled (0º
phase) oscillators. This is achieved by changing the frequency of one oscillator w.r.t. another.
Once coupled, the oscillators would settle down to a unique frequency. This results in the
oscillator pair to achieve a phase difference w.r.t. each other. If the frequency difference between
the two oscillators is too large, they seem to not couple but rather just both threshold switch to an
ON state. The coupling capacitance that would enable such coupling is a very strong function of
the frequency at which it operates. We will refer to this method of phase control as differential
gating. Such coupling of oscillators is ideal for ultra-low power ONNs during the decision stage
when each of these units is programmed to be at a certain frequency and depending on the
frequency of the oscillations and the coupling coefficient; the device can give settle down to a
phase that represents the vector distance. In implementations involving star-like network of
PSK’ed oscillators, as discussed by Nikonov et al., differential gating serves as a method of
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programm
ming the co
oupling depending on which
w
mem
morized patteern the testt vector is bbeing
compared
d with. If th
he vector distance is too large, the ooscillations sstop and the system settlles to
the ON state.
Figure 6..4 representss the voltagee waveformss of the couppled oscillatoors in time ddomain at ΔV
VGS =
0.15, to give phase coupling at
a 120º phasse. Figure 66.5 shows tthe fine-graain phase coontrol
obtained by using diffferential gaating. The fig
gure shows nnearly continnuous linearr change in pphase
from 180
0º to 120º as the ΔVGS ch
hanges betweeen 0 and 0. 15 V, for 100 samples.

Fig. 6.4: An examplee of 120° phase coupling
g. Fig. 6.55: Fine-graiin phase control for
dissimilaar VG, for 10 devices (symbols
represennt median).

mplementatio
on of ONN discussed in
i Chapter 5, there is a need to pprogram diffferent
In the im
phases att the beginniing of the reecognition sttep, before ccoupling is tturned on; annd the oscilllators
settle to different ph
hases once the
t coupling
g is enforcedd. To enablle such prim
mitives, we uuse a
coupling NMOS tran
nsistor betweeen oscillatorrs, as shownn in the circuuit schematicc in Fig. 6.6 (a).
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Fig. 6.6:: Circuit sch
hematic and
d timing diaagram used to introducee local phasse offset thaat
propagates by decoup
pling.

Fig. 6.7: Demonstrattion of local change in frrequency, foollowing Fig. 6.6.

Figure 6.7 shows a temporally localized frrequency change when the gate vooltage of a ssingle
oscillatorr is altered. This temporrary change in frequenccy shifts the phase of thhe original siignal.
Figure 6.6 (b) show
ws a timing diagram
d
of the voltagess at the gatees of the tw
wo ballast PMOS
devices and
a the coup
pling NMOS
S device. In order
o
to proggram a phase differencee between thee two
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oscillatorrs, VG of onee PMOS dev
vice is lowerred for a shoort time, thuss temporarilyy increasingg |VGS|
of one PM
MOS. Simulltaneously, using
u
this as a trigger, thhe VG on thee coupling N
NMOS, is redduced
to 0, effeectively coup
pling them only
o
through MOS capaccitance. Thiss results in aan abrupt inccrease
in frequeency and ultiimately a ph
hase-shift of the signal. IIn this methood, the contrrol variable is the
magnitud
de of the pullse of a consstant duration
n (i.e the am
mount of freqquency speeed-up); Figurre 6.8
shows tim
me domain waveforms
w
of
o PSK-based phase proggramming inn the oscillattor pair, in w
which
VG1 was pulsed
p
2 V below
b
VG2 (4
4.53 V).

Fig. 6.8:: Oscillation
ns showing phase contrrol by intro ducing a teemporary inccrease in thhe
frequency
y
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Fig. 6.9: Fine-grain phase
p
contro
ol obtained bby introducinng phase offs
fset.

The prim
mary differen
nce between variable phaase couplingg and variablle phase proogramming lies in
the ability of the coupling NM
MOS to deccouple the ttwo oscillattors once thhe phase shhift is
introduceed. If the cou
upling is maaintained, thee two oscillaators would bbe expected to reach a stteady
state con
ndition with a certain ph
hase difference. Becausse decouplinng stops thee oscillators from
interactin
ng between each
e
other, th
he introduceed phase doees not displayy any periodd doubling efffects
seen in variable
v
phase coupling.. Figure 6.9 shows the ffine grain coontrol on thhe phase couupling
obtained by the use of
o variable pu
ulse widths used
u
to introoduce phase delays.
In both th
he cases of coupling
c
and
d control disscussed in thhe previous sections, thee oscillators were
free-runn
ning i.e. they
y were connected to an external
e
DC
C source. Thiis may inserrt an initial pphase
different due to incu
ubation timee variation, as discussedd in Chapteer 2. Thus, w
we discuss more
determin
nistic excitatiion of oscillators in the next sectionn to reduce tthe inherent variability iin the
oscillatorr start-up tim
me i.e. initiall phase.
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6.2. Injection Locking
Injection locking (frequency entrainment) is the phase and frequency locking of an oscillator to
an external AC signal. This phenomenon arises due to the nonlinear nature of the oscillator and
is observed only if the frequency of the external signal is close to the natural oscillation
frequency of the oscillator (ωo). Such synchronization is widely observed in the field of biology,
such as circadian rhythm of 24 hours, synchronizing fireflies etc [91].
When the frequency of the externally applied signals is higher, the oscillator can lock to the
exact integer sub-multiples of the external frequency. For example, as shown in Fig 6.10 (a); if
the external frequency (2ω) is around 2ωo, than the oscillation frequency becomes ω i.e. half of
the frequency of the externally applied signal. This phenomenon is referred to as sub-harmonic
injection locking (SHIL) and used in frequency synthesizers [92, 93]. In this section, we
experimentally demonstrated SHIL for S-NDR type oscillators. Figure 6.10 (b) shows that when
the oscillator is driven using a pump signal at 28 MHz, the output frequency becomes 14 MHz.
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Fig. 6.10
0: (a) Circu
uit schematicc representiing SHIL. ((b) Experim
mental demonnstration off subharmonicc injection lo
ocking

he sub-harmo
onic injectio
on locking occurs,
o
the phase of thhe oscillator can assumee two
When th
distinct values
v
(0° an
nd 180°) wiith respect to
o each otherr. The oscilllator “preferrs” to lock tto the
one that is closer to its initial ph
hase. For thee oscillators we are workking on, the initial phase can
be set by
y pre-chargin
ng the outpu
ut node of th
he oscillator.. Fig. 6.11 sshows that aany initial vooltage
of this no
ode will resu
ult in lockin
ng to one of the stable pphases. Whenn the initial voltage is 00.1 or
0.4 volts the oscillato
or will lock the one phaase, and it w
will lock to thhe other alloowed phase if the
oltage is 0.7 or 1 V. Thee phases can be named 00° and 180°,, respectively. The frequuency
initial vo
of the pu
ump signal iss 1.16 GHz and
a the resullting oscillati
tion frequenccy is 580 MH
Hz.
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Fig. 6.11
1: The SPICE
E simulation
ns based on van
v der Pol eequation disscussed in Chhapter 5, connfirm
that SHIL results in
n two differeent phases at
a the outputt dependingg on the inittial (pre-chaarged)
voltage of
o the outputt node. The legends show
w these initiaal voltages.

SHIL no
ot only elim
minates the phase
p
and frequency
fr
drrift that is iinevitable duue to fabriccation
variation
ns, but it also
o allows us to
t encode in
nformation iin phase. In the followinng section, it will
be used to
t encode thee brightness of the pixelss of the imagge to be proccessed.
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6.3. Edge Detection using Directly Coupled Networks
With increasing exchange and processing of graphical data such as images, compression and
classification of its features becomes very important. Thus, hardware implementation of these
operations can significantly improve the overall performance. Directly coupled oscillator
networks are known to exhibit the level of parallelism and efficiency that can significantly
accelerate image segmentation through feature extraction. Typically, CMOS implementations of
these systems are [84] inefficient in terms of power, area and performance (due to memory
access), thus creating a need for dense networks that can be directly coupled for efficient feature
extraction. In this work we explore the unique attributes of S-type negative differential resistance
(S-NDR) based nano-oscillator network to enable efficient edge-detection, offering high
performance and scalability beyond CMOS. Edge-detection is of immense importance for
applications like character recognition, content-based image retrieval, 3D vision etc. These
graphical applications require massive parallelism for efficient implementation, and directlycoupled oscillator arrays lend themselves naturally for such parallel computation. Edge detection
abilities of capacitively coupled single-electron tunneling-junction oscillators have been reported
[94,95]. In this section, we will discuss the network settling properties of an edge detection
network. The network has been designed and simulated in collaboration with Yunus Kesim.
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Fig. 1.12
2: Circuit sch
hematic of th
he coupled oscillator
o
nettwork

A capaciitively coup
pled oscillator network that is sim
milar to the one shown on Fig. 6.12 is
simulated
d in SPICE. In this netw
work, each osscillator corrresponds to a single pixeel of the imaage to
be processsed and thee pixel brigh
htness needs to be repressented by the phase of thhe corresponnding
oscillatorr. For simplicity, we haave chosen a binary imaage as the innput and sett its initial pphase
using diffferent initiaal voltages on
o the capaccitor. For thee white pixeels, the initiial voltage oof the
oscillatorrs are set to 1 V, and forr the black pixels,
p
the innitial voltagee is 0.1 voltss. After the im
mage
is encodeed into the network, a transient
t
sim
mulation is cconducted. B
Before eachh oscillator iin the
network settles to on
ne of the two
o stable phases (0° and 180°), the osccillators corrresponding tto the
edge pixeels are clearlly differentiaable in termss of their phaase from thee rest of the ccircuit.
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Fig. 6.13
3: (a) 14×14
4 network ussed for the simulations and the loccation of thee pixels 1-144. (b)
Time evo
olution of thee phases of oscillators
o
in
n a network.
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If the inittial phases of
o two capaciitively couplled oscillatoors are the saame, the dispplacement cuurrent
passing through
t
the coupling
c
cap
pacitor (Cc) is
i limited annd the two osscillators meerely interactt with
each otheer. Howeverr, if they hav
ve different initial phasess, when one oscillator chharging, the other
one will be discharg
ging which will result in a large dV/dt on thhe coupling capacitor aand a
significan
nt interactio
on between the
t two osciillators. Thhis approachh can be genneralized to more
than two oscillators as
a in the netw
work discussed here. If aan oscillatorr is at the sam
me phase wiith its
neighborrs initially (i.e. non-edgee cell), it willl not interacct with its neeighbors andd therefore it will
not experrience a load
ding effect from
f
its neig
ghbors. How
wever, if it hhas out-of-phhase neighboors, it
will see a loading efffect. In thiss case, since some of thhe current suupplied by thhe source w
will be
drained by
b the coupling capacito
or, the oscillaation will m
momentarily slow-down aand the osciillator
will expeerience a lag
g while settlling to the stable
s
output
ut phases. Duue to this laag, the edge cells
become distinguishab
d
ble. Fig. 6.1
13 (b) compaares the phaases of 14 piixels along a line of a 14×14
network that is given
n on Fig 6.1
13 (a). Pixels numberedd 1-7 (denoteed with o syymbols) and 8-14
belongs to differentt segments of the imag
ge. Pixel 7 and 8 are the neighbbors at the edge.
Oscillato
ors in each seegment settlee to their fin
nal phases off 0 and 180, yyet, this process is sloweer for
the edge pixels (7,8),, which mak
kes them disttinguishable..
nstruct the im
mage based on the phasse, the inforrmation needds to be maapped from pphase
To recon
space to binary
b
spacee. This can be
b done using
g a thresholdding functionn as follows:
(66.1)

which wiill convert th
he edge cellss to binary 1 and non-edgge cells to 0.
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In the co
oupled oscilllator based edge detecction applicaation, the syynchronizatiion of indivvidual
oscillatorrs spreads over the netw
work such th
hat the regioons containinng similar ffeatures sharre the
same phase. The ressulting com
mputation ressembles findding cuts inn a graph [119], the com
mmon
method in
i computerr vision. Herre, the comp
putation is aachieved by simply lettiing a netwoork of
coupled oscillators
o
reelax, as oppo
osed to carry
ying out num
merical proceedures to finnd eigenvectoors of
the graph
h Laplacian. A summarrizing flowchart of the edge detecttion proceduure using dirrectly
coupled network
n
is given
g
in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6.14
4: Edge detecction flowch
hart using cou
upled oscillaator networkk
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Fig. 6.15 shows a 50×50 binary input
i
image and the corrresponding ooutput imagee where the eedges
are deteccted. Note th
hat, this edg
ge detection method cann be generallized to grayyscale imagees by
using diffferent initiall voltages an
nd it can be generalized
g
tto color imaages since it can be appliied to
the each component of
o an RGB image separaately.

Fig. 6.15
5: (a) Inputt binary imaage (b) imaage is encooded in initiial phases aand (c) afteer the
evaluatio
on, the edgess of the featu
ure are detectted.

The coup
pling elemen
nt, Cc, playss a crucial ro
ole in the syynchronizatioon process oof the oscillaators.
Firstly, when
w
Cc is very
v
small, the displaceement curre nt is negliggible even iff the neighbboring
oscillatorrs are out-o
of-phase. If Cc is very
y large, the coupling bbecomes tooo strong andd the
oscillatio
on frequency
y of oscillato
ors reduces significantly
s
y and they caannot lock to the drivingg AC
signal an
nymore. Morreover, sincee Cc determin
nes the levell of interactiion between the oscillatoors, it
directly affects
a
how much the edge cells are separated from the otthers in term
ms of phase (Δϕ).
Secondly
y, the couplin
ng element determines
d
how
h quicklyy the oscillatoors synchronnize and thiss puts
a restricttion on the allowed
a
timee for evaluattion (Δt). Foor example, for the casee pictured inn Fig.
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6.15, the evaluation should take place before 20 ns, with the optimal window being the 5-15 ns
range.
6.4. Stereo Vision using Coupled Oscillator Networks
Many computer vision applications, such as 3D stereo estimation, rely on inference computation
on Markov Random Fields (MRFs) formulated as graphs, where computation is done through
message passing over the nodes of the graph. These applications promise disruptive new
capabilities for embedded systems. For example, smart phones, security cameras, and even
glasses [108] that can view the world in 3D would open up new usage scenarios and market
opportunities.
Many computer vision applications involve assigning labels optimally to nodes in a graph that
represent an image. For example, in stereo estimation, the nodes represent pixels from a pair of
stereo images, and the labels denote the 3D depth inferred from the image pair. The optimal
labeling problem is typically formulated as an energy minimization on Markov Random Field
[109]. Among various MRF solving methods, TRW-S [113][114] is known to provide better
convergence and energy than others [109].
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T6) in a monnotonically increasing oorder,
Fig. 6.16: TRW--S go over a set of treees (T1 to T
throu
ugh forward/backward paasses.

In TRW--S, the energ
gy minimizaation problem
m is cast as a set of minnimization pproblems on trees
that coveer the graph
h. Figure 6.1
15(a) shows an examplee MRF grapph with the associated sset of
trees, T1 to T6, repreesenting a 3x
x3 pixel imaage. The TR
RW-S compuutation follow
ws a sequennce of
fu
app
plied to the nodes in th
he trees in a monotoniically increaasing order. This
update functions
“sequential” update order impaacts converg
gence as it avoids osccillating eneergy value. As a
e
T1
1 tree in Fig
gure 6.16 wo
ould update node 1 and sends the output messaage to
specific example,
node 2, then from node 2 to 3. For T4 tree, the oorder is nodde 1, 4, andd 7. To achhieve
monoton
nically increaasing order for all the trees
t
in the graph, the ttypical approoach is to itterate
over the graph by paassing messaages from top
p-left to botttom-right (fo
forward passs), and then iin the
opposite direction (backward passs), as illustrrated in Figuure 6.16(b) annd (c).
The conv
vergence of this algorith
hm is determ
mined by twoo factors: (1)) Data cost – that determ
mines
how important the vaalue of any pixel
p
is to itself; and (2)) Smoothnesss cost – how
w coupled arre the
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neighborrhood pixelss. As the no
odes keep geetting updatted, new datta and smooothness costts are
calculated and messaages are geneerated, as shown in Fig. 6.17.

Fig. 6.16
6: Message updating
u
process in messsage-passingg based inferrencing algorrithms.

Howeverr, the biggesst challenge in the impleementation oof these alggorithms is thhe wide meemory
bandwidtth and constant latenciess introduced by memoryy access and raster scannning the pixeels for
message computation
n.
vious work on
o one such graphical
g
so
oftware impl ementation [115] concluuded that moost of
Our prev
the comp
putation (meessage generration and passing)
p
is iimpeded beccause of raster movemeent of
messagess. As shown
n in Fig. 6.18, we createe the same ssystem usinng an oscillaator networkk (this
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section has
h been entirely executed by Abhisshek A. Shaarma), in whhich a disparrity image iss first
created from
f
images as seen by left and righ
ht camera (siimilar to huuman eye) - tthis is simplly the
color diffference betw
ween left and
d right imagees.

Fig. 6.18
8: Coupled oscillator
o
netw
work array.
It is then encoded on
nto the gate voltage
v
of eaach 1T1R osscillator (map
apping 0 – 2555 over a VG of 0
- 1 V in Fig. 6.18). Thus,
T
images with largerr color diffeerence (objeccts closer to the camera)) will
f
T
Thus, all of tthe nodes whhich are a paart of
translate to a higher VG and thuss, a higher frequency.
the objecct that is clo
oser to the caamera operaate at a high er frequencyy and are locked to the same
180° phaase, whereass objects faar away opeerate at a loower frequenncy, and thee edges of these
objects to
oo, lock to a 180° phase, as discussed in our pprevious worrk [115]. Thhis phase loccking
provides frequency stability and
d prevents drift.
d
Becausse of variabble phase loocking, the eedges
a disparate phases. In order to deesign large system impplementationn, we
automatically lock at
develop a data-driven
n Van der Po
ol model [16
6] for the osccillator arrayy simulationn. The presennce of
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an inductor-like circuit element relates filament size to the oscillation frequency, which changes
depending on the current that flows through it. Thus, the data cost (value of depth) is represented
by the frequency and the smoothness cost (edge transitions) is controlled by coupling
capacitance. We connect nearest 4 neighbors together using 10 fF – 50 fF capacitors (for the
device capacitance of 20 fF – 50 fF). The oscillators were made to operate at 1 GHz. We use a
128 x 128 pixel oscillator network for a 128 x 128 pixel image. Interestingly, we can also ‘tile’
an image if our oscillator network size is limited (example: our oscillator network is 128x128 but
the image is 1k x 1k i.e. 1MP image) - we can send one part of image at a time, if network is
smaller. The benchmark tested here is the standard Middlebury benchmark – Tsukuba. Fig. 6.19
shows the convergence of a disparity image to form a stereo image once the oscillators have all
coupled. Low-power devices enable large arrays that can overcome aliasing (limited memory
access) and the array connectivity contribute to the co-design essential for stereo vision.
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Fig. 6.19
9: Post-settlin
ng image fro
om Tsukuba benchmark..

how an imag
ge mispredicttion of < 22% when com
mpared to grround
The results of this beenchmark sh
his can be op
ptimized by using
u
injectiion-locking ttechniques sso as to reduuce the variaability
truth. Th
in the initial phase. The variability causes a delay in thhe couplingg stabilizatioon and eventtually
errors. Compared
C
to our previou
us work on TRW-S, thiis method offers a comp
mpute speed-uup of
16x with a power red
duction of up
p to 100 timees.
In conclu
usion, we demonstrated
d
d phase cou
upling and ccontrol in 1T1R S-NDR
R oscillatorss and
experimeentally demo
onstrated forr the first tim
me – injectioon locking. This enablees us to use these
oscillatorrs in robust simulated
s
an
nnealing type-problems. As an exam
mple, we havve simulatedd edge
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detection using such directly-coupled, sub-harmonic injection-locked S-NDR oscillator
networks. The models and SHIL are based on experimental results. Moreover, we analyzed the
effect of the coupling element in the network dynamics and performance. We have shown that
oscillation frequency can go as high as a few GHz and which reduces the time and power
expense of the edge detection operation to a few ns and pJ level, respectively. Finally, we have
also demonstrated a more focused implementation of stereo vision using coupled oscillator
network that is uniquely positioned to solve energy minimization type algorithms.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
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Several emerging technologies have shown promise in augmenting modern computation. The
key feature that these technologies must possess is multi-functionality and reconfigurability for
the same footprint. In this work, we have focused on devices that exhibit S-type negative
differential resistance (S-NDR). The fundamental operating principle of these devices
participates during the forming process in RRAM devices (as also perhaps SET process) as well
as in its operation as a compact relaxation oscillator. In this work, an attempt has been made to
first understand the physics of the device and then use the tunable the parameters to engineer
these devices for use as memory and oscillators. Finally we show system-level demonstrations of
beyond-CMOS architectures that can be uniquely realized with these S-NDR devices. In this
concluding chapter, we will revisit the primary learning from each chapter to generate a more
holistic picture of S-NDR devices.
While forming may be a one-time process needed to initialize MIM stack to function as memory
cells, it is by far the most important procedure that the device needs for stable and reliable
switching. Prior works have debated the physical origin and nature of forming process in RRAM
devices in detail. The current understanding has been that this process is initiated by vacancy
migration due to the presence of imperfections at one of the electrode-oxide interfaces. In our
work, we have demonstrated that the forming process is a two-step process. This manifests itself
in the form of negative differential resistivity in the material causes the device to go into a
negative differential resistance regime which causes current constriction, prior to forming.
Unless prevented by the circuit load, this process frequently occurs in the form of an
uncontrolled runaway. We support these claims by analysis of the steady-state DC behavior and
the dynamics of the instability. Both DC and dynamic measurements indicate the presence of an
instability that is reversible and, hence, transient in nature as distinct from vacancy migration
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initiated. The initiation of the constriction is temperature dependent and higher temperature is
shown to cause the point of bifurcation to appear at a lower voltage. Hence, we propose the
following mechanism of electroforming - with increasing bias, the device conducts uniformly
throughout its area. At a well-defined point depending on source voltage, series resistance,
temperature and time, the device enters into the I-V range of negative differential resistance
which results in the electronic current filamentation. This current filamentation starts off with
being thermally induced (due to the thermal non-linearities) before the effects of voltage nonlinearity set in. This final stage of current filamentation causes the device to change resistance to
a value close to the post-forming value. We develop a novel pulsed thermometry to estimate the
localized temperature in the current filament using a self-consistent electro-thermal
measurements and simulation. Temperature excursions that exceed 500 K (over the ambient)
were estimated in a localized sub-20 nm region on the onset of forming. This localized
temperature excursion then triggers the physical changes in the structure to form the permanent
filament. The constriction can be controlled with the use the external circuit loading thus
affecting the permanent filament structure. In order to corroborate the results with temporal
dynamics of filamentation, we observed and explained the three regimes of electroforming time
dependencies on forming voltage. The observed 1/E field dependence of forming times is
consistent with field-induced nucleation model from which we extracted material properties
such as the nucleation barrier height at zero bias (W0 ~ 0.65 eV) and voltage acceleration factor
V0 of ~ 2.8 V (for 60 nm TaOx film) at intermediate voltages. A clear difference in the temporal
dynamics was identified for low voltages with corresponding forming times longer than the
thermal time constant and at high-fields where the film self-heating is important. Moreover, we
were able to detect, and study the volatile filament that precedes formation of the non-volatile
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filament. The forming process was analyzed in the framework of nucleation model which was
extended to include the self-heating effects. This yielded an estimate of the critical nucleation
radius (R ~ 1 nm) below which filament is always volatile, in line with the prediction from the
thermometry. This implies that the filament-based RRAM technology can thus be scaled to a
physical limit dictated by the critical nucleus size which could be as low as 1 nm in size. We also
demonstrated that forming is a field accelerated phenomenon and that the forming can be spedup by nearly 6 orders of magnitude compared to DC forming typically used for RRAM. The
thermometry is fairly general in its applicability and hence can be applied to switched RRAM
devices in LRS.
RRAM filament thermometry developed in this work has become a key for understanding the
physics of RRAM devices due to the crucial role of the temperature in these devices. When the
thermometry was applied to scaled 85 nm x 85 nm devices, we found that the devices can reach
temperature in excess of 1000 K during the switching event. This was confirmed using TEM
experiments that confirmed the temperatures due to the crystallization (indicating temperatures >
850 K) of the initially amorphous oxide matrix. At low-biases, the filament size was extracted to
be ~ 1.2 nm (for a compliance current of 50 A) and increased if the compliance current was
increased. This is a direct continuation from the current constriction size that was found during
the forming process. At high biases, the filament size appeared to increase. This was interpreted
as an increase in the conducting volume due to the oxide in the proximity of the filament getting
heated up and conducting. This was found to be consistent with a significantly wider
crystallization zone when observed under a TEM. Such current spreading may be responsible for
reducing the power-density in filamentary switching RRAMs, thus limiting the peak temperature
and hence failure. Moreover, this was also used as a tool to understand the role of lateral thermo144

diffusion due to the presence of strong thermal gradients and it was found that devices with
larger filament diameters (for the same switching power) failed due to the presence of a gentler
thermal gradient. More detailed studies can now be pursued to track the role of lateral and
vertical thermal and concentration gradients on resistive switching process. Thus, the
thermometry technique offers unique insights into: (1) Peak temperature in the filament, (2)
Geometry of the filament (3) Filament growth. (4) Dynamics of the heated zone. One must point
out that these thermometry tools can be applied, in principle, to any thin film having filamentary
conduction. This experimental technique can serve as a tool to design materials and devices with
optimized thermal and electrical characteristics.
With the information about filament formation and the role of bias, temperature and
microstructure clear from the thermometry, we revisited the S-NDR devices and found that
certain compositions of TaOx and chalcogenides do not permanently change their resistance
during the forming process. In other words, they have an indefinitely long lock-on time post
resistance change. These materials have been referred to in the literature as threshold switches.
We demonstrated a novel ultra-compact oscillator that is based on the same material, TaOx,
displaying precise frequency control over more than four decades of frequency (20 kHz - 250
MHz) with the potential for an even larger frequency range. This range was obtained by using
two different ballasting techniques – (1) a linear resistor and (2) a PMOS transistor. We have
presented evidence that depending on the operation mode, these oscillations can be regulated by
controlling the dynamics of the current filamentation internal to the MIM structure or by the
external parasitics. We have also shown that high-frequencies are obtained by lowering the peak
current in the ON-state in regimes where the frequency is not RC dominated. In addition to its
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CMOS compatibility and scalability, this oscillator provides large-signal oscillations and can be
used for dense oscillator arrays.
While the TaOx, oscillators had a performance metric that was significantly better than prior
works, the voltages and power consumption were still unreasonably high. Thus, we engineered
these devices for CMOS compatibility, based on the learning from the forming process. By
engineering the electrode material, oxide thickness, minimization of parasitics loading the
oscillator, this thesis demonstrated: (1) First ever 1T1R integrated structure, (2) Maximum
frequency of ~500 MHz, > 2 orders of magnitude higher than any report, in this class of
oscillators, (3) Lowest reported power down to < 200 µW, one order of magnitude lower than
best reported, (4) Full-system simulation of an ONN-based associative memory. Thus, we can
build a basic instruction set for engineering these oscillators: (1) Thin films result in a lower
threshold voltage or forming voltage, as it is a field-mediated process, (2) Electrode workfunction creates a band-offset at the metal-oxide interface. Depending on the electron affinity
and bandgap of the material, a high or lower work-function metal may be needed to ensure
Ohmic conduction and hence a lower holding voltage. (3) Holding current determines the
frequency tuning window and the peak power consumed during the oscillator operation and
hence it must be minimized while keeping it above threshold current. (4) Presence of parasitics
causes the devices to reach an ON-state that is more conductive due to the capacitive overshoot.
To prevent this, a ballast device must be placed adjacent to the MIM stack to minimize
capacitance.
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Based on these recommendations, we explored the applicability of these oscillators for
oscillatory neural networks, using these oscillators as oscillatory units. For this purpose, we used
the van der Pol model to model these oscillators so that their properties can be studied in large
network simulations. While the networks showed reasonable network characteristics as an
associative memory but it was found that the CMOS surrounding the 1T1R oscillators (for
connectivity) may be severely area inefficient. This problem could be exacerbated for very dense
oscillator array implementations. Thus, we moved our focus to directly coupled oscillators for
networks that require less CMOS related to coupling and to bring about system evolution. These
networks relied on the circuit behavior at the device-circuit level, making it easy to engineer the
network as a whole.
To explore this application, we demonstrated as the first, coupling between two oscillators using
capacitors and transistors. By coupling two oscillators using a capacitor, we were able to
demonstrate phase coupling from 0° to 180°, by the means of differential gating of ballasts.
Similarly, we were also able to show initialization of phase by coupling oscillators through
transistors. In such configurations, we were able to achieve a phase control from 0° to 120° by
the means to local-FSK in coupled oscillators. It was observed that these oscillators exhibit an
initial phase related to the incubation time. This causes the oscillators to show slight variability
in phase due to device to device process variation; moreover, such oscillators show a frequency
drift (increase) before failure due to partial permanent crystallization/forming. To overcome
these phenomena, we used injection locking and showed that the oscillators can be locked to a
carrier at half the excitation frequency (this is also referred to as sub-harmonic injection locking).
This made the response of the oscillators significantly more deterministic and immune to failure
modes.
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Such demonstrations of oscillatory response tuning uniquely positioned us to explore large
directly coupled oscillator networks as feature extraction engines like robust simulated annealing
type-problems. As an example, we have simulated edge detection using such directly-coupled,
sub-harmonic injection-locked S-NDR oscillator networks. The models and SHIL are based on
experimental results. Moreover, we analyzed the effect of the coupling element in the network
dynamics and performance of image feature extraction. Finally, we have shown that oscillation
frequency can go as high as a few GHz and which reduces the time and power expense of the
edge detection operation to a few ns and pJ level, respectively.
This thesis attempts to bridge the gap between the attractive properties of an emerging
technology and its applicability in real-world problems by understanding the circuit-device and
system-device interactions. While S-NDR devices have been a subject of research for several
decades, no attempts were made to understand this phenomenon in the light of its applications –
physical processes in RRAM and oscillators. This work endeavors to create headway and open
up new research area that can make these devices accessible and useful for augmenting nextgeneration compute.
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Appendix A:
Review of thermometry & modeling parameters,
and comparison with existing methodologies

This supplementary material seeks to serve two main purposes – first, we try to extend the
arguments made for Ta2O5-x to TiO2, in order to prove that the phenomena and proposed
mechanisms are universal for all switching oxides; secondly, we explain the experimental details
involved in sample preparation, characterization and, modeling and analysis needed for Chapters
2 and 3.
A.1. Presence of negative differential resistance in TiO2-x-based memristors
We choose TiO2-x in order to explore the generality of observations of NDR and associated
filamentation. Titania was long regarded as a prototypical memristive material with early
demonstrations of relevant phenomena. As a control experiment, we test a canonical TiO2-x
cross-bar device with a DC sweep from 0 to 17 V (at source), without electroforming it. Figure
A.1 shows the DC I-V characteristics of a TiO2-x device with a source resistance of 13.5 k.
Similar to Ta2O5-x samples, the device does show a clear CC-NDR behavior with thermal and
electronic contributions. The SEM micrograph in the inset shows the state of the device after it
has been subjected to the DC sweep. The vertical and horizontal rectangular traces represent the
bottom and the top Pt electrodes respectively. The bright contrast on the left represents the grain
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growth in
i the Pt top
p electrode,, which occcurs becausee of local teemperature increase. Thhis is
consisten
nt with the sharp
s
temperature rise occurring
o
duue to electroonic branch of filamentaation.
This is co
ompletely co
onsistent witth the observ
vations in Taa2O5-x. This iindicates thaat the voltage and
temperatu
ure non-lineearities obserrved in Ta2O5-x are not uunique to a ssingle materiial system buut are
general to
o most resisttive switchin
ng glasses.

Figure
F
A.1: Negative diifferential reesistance observed in
20
2 nm thick
k TiO2-x crross-bars (bblack curve)), before
electroformin
e
ng. SEM im
mage showinng evidencee of local
heating
h
in the
t
pre-form
ming regimee (shown aas lighter
contrast)
c

A.2. Pulssed I-V Cha
aracterizatio
on
In order to analyze the dynam
mics of the electroforma
e
ation processs, we emplloy time doomain
transmisssometry (TD
DT). An opttical microgrraph of the device and the TDT seetup schemaatic is
shown in
n Fig. A.2. The method
d involves launching
l
puulses from tthe pulse geenerator (Aggilent
81110/81
1111A) thro
ough a transsmission linee with charaacteristic im
mpedance (Z
Z0) of 50 .. The
signal is delivered to
o the device using
u
GSG RF
R probes. T
The transmisssion coefficcient changes as a
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function of device im
mpedance. Th
he transmitteed pulse is thhen observedd on an oscilloscope (Aggilent
MSO 61
104A and DSO 80804
4A). Both, the pulse generator output imppedance andd the
oscilloscope input im
mpedance are set to 50
0  to prevvent reflectioons. We usee the input pulse
voltage and
a the tran
nsmission co
oefficient to calculate reesistance, vooltage acrosss the devicee and
current fllowing in thee circuit.

Figure A.2:
A
5 m cross-bar Ta
T 2O5-x and TiO2-x deviices. Grounnd-Signal-Grround (GSG
G) RF
probes used
u
for timee domain transmissomeetry (TDT) m
measuremennts with devvice connectted in
series wiith the pulsee generator and
a oscillosccope (both aat 50 ). Cirrcuit schemaatic shown iin the
inset.

w 5 ns pulsees of
In order to obtain the I-V chaaracteristics at the stagge temperatuure, narrow
ng amplitudee were deliveered with thiis setup and the I-V charracteristics w
were generateed by
increasin
sampling
g the currentt and voltagee from the first
f
1 ns of the pulse. S
Such short ppulses prevennt the
device frrom undergo
oing self-heaating. Each I-V
I point durring the dynamic excitattion (long puulses)
or DC sw
weeps can be
b mapped onto
o
this I-V
V-T calibratiion. Thus, iff the voltagee and currennt are
known, one
o can extraact the devicce temperatu
ure.
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I-V data from long 5 s pulses was obtained in a similar way. Voltage and current through the
device changes with temperature for the first 2.5 s (thermal time constant). We can discard the
temporal data and map the voltage and current on an I-V plane to give the evolution from pulsed
I-V to DC I-V (shown in Chapter 2).
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A.3. Tem
mperature dynamics
d
Chapter 2 presents th
he evidence for current constriction
c
before the oonset of perm
manent resisstance
change. Specifically,
S
, we used th
he evidence of
o grain groowth caused by local currrent flow dduring
short pullses (Fig. 2.7). Similar conclusionss can be reaached usingg the thermoometry technnique
described
d above. Fiigures A.3 (a) and A.3
3 (b) show
w the experiimental volttage and cuurrent
transientss for a 1 s long
l
pulse.

Figure A.3:
A
Voltag
ge (a) and current (b) response tto a 1 s long pulse that resulteed in
electroforming. The electroform
ming event iss representedd as the suddden decrease in the vooltage
he device and increase in
n current (att ~ 780 ns). (c) Temperrature responnse of the ddevice
across th
undergoiing electrofo
orming show
ws correctly predicted (rred) and sim
mulated (greeen) temperaature.
The deviiation of preediction from
m simulation representss the changee in the connducting areea i.e.
filamentaation.

Knowing
g the voltag
ge and the current
c
transient as a ffunction of time we caan determinne the
temperatu
ure transien
nt. It is impo
ortant to note that the pprocedure w
will give corrrect temperrature
values on
nly if the cu
urrent flow during
d
the pu
ulse is spatiaally uniform
m. We now uuse finite eleement
thermal modeling
m
to estimate thee expected teemperature eexcursion froom the measured pulse ppower
and know
wn material parameters.. Figure A.3
3(c) shows tthe extractedd and simullated temperrature
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transients. The two transients are very consistent with each other till 780 ns. After 780 ns, for the
very same measured input power, the extraction and the simulated temperatures deviate from
each other indicating that the original assumption about uniform conduction through the film is
no longer valid. Also, it must be noted that this deviation occurs before permanent change
(conducting filament) has taken place. This behaviour is also seen in other oxides like TiO2-x.
A.4. Extraction of filament size and estimate of temperature during filamentation
After filamentation onset, the temperature reached is a strong function of filament diameter, with
greater current localization leading to higher temperature. Rather than simply postulating a
filament size and then estimating the temperature based on that assumption, we have attempted
to extract a filament size self-consistently from our data by reconciling temperature rise as
estimated from thermal modeling and temperature rise estimated from conductivity change.
The electronic filaments are usually thought of as a continuous high current domain extending
from the top electrode to the bottom electrode. Since the current flow is primarily through this
current filament, the power dissipation also occurs inside this temporary filament. The Rth
discussed in the main text represents the thermal resistance that is connected between the
filament as the heat source and the thermal ground, which can be easily calculated from material
properties and finite element simulation. We use Comsol Multiphysics finite element method
(FEM) solver for the calculation of the Rth as the ratio of the rise in temperature experienced with
unit increase in the power dissipated in the filament, at steady state. Figure S4(a) shows the
simulation setup used for the FEM solver. The thermal properties assumed for the simulation are
summarized in Table 1. The results of the simulation are summarized in Fig. A.4(b). From this
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figure, th
hen, it is posssible to estiimate the tem
mperature ggiven a filam
ment radius aand the measured
power dissipated in the
t device affter filamentaation onset.

A (a) Sch
hematic of th
he Ta2O5-x device
d
used in Comsol Multiphysiccs electrotheermal
Figure A.4:
simulatio
ons. (b) Simu
ulated therm
mal resistancee (Rth) as a fu
function of ffilament radiius.

We also know that when
w
we esttimate ∆T frrom the pairr of I-V cooordinates, wee assume thaat the
current flows
f
throug
gh a filament of radius 2.5
2 m, i.e. uniform conduction. Thhus, for a ddevice
undergoiing filamentaation, we wiill always un
nderestimatee the local ffilament tem
mperature. Sccaling
the curreent axis in th
he I-V-T therrmometer (F
Fig. 2.12(b))) by the ratioo of the uniiform devicee area
(radius r = 2.5 m)) and the fiilament radiius, r we geet a new raange of tem
mperatures fo
for an
effectively higher cu
urrent densiity. Thus, th
he correctedd curve so constructedd is a SECO
OND,
dent figure we
w can consu
ult to extractt a temperatuure from an assumed filament radiuus and
independ
known I and V measu
urements.
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Self-consistency is achieved by finding the single value of radius at each I, V point which
simultaneously satisfies both of the above constructions. In the latter I-V-T curve it has been
necessary to extrapolate from measured conductivities (room temperature to 200 °C) up to much
higher temperatures (600 °C), but we believe the error introduced by this extrapolation is modest
due to the very well-behaved dependence of conductivity on temperature in the measured range.
In the uniform conduction region, we the device starts off with a value of Rth of ~0.025 K/W
which corresponds to a filament radius of 2.5 m. By enforcing the above constraints, we find
that in the thermal NDR regime, the Rth is rises by an order of magnigtude (~0.2 K/W) and the
filament radius shrinks to 750 nm. As the device enters into the electronic NDR regime, the Rth
increases by a factor of 10 again to a value > 2 K/W which corresponds to a sub-10 nm
diameter filament.
It must be noted that these calibrations (both experiment and modeling) have to be re-done for
samples with different electrical and thermal properties.

A.5. Comparison with MIS-BT –based thermometry
Recently, two experimental temperature evaluation methods were reported that do not require
assumptions on the filament properties. One method is based upon short pulse measurements
(discussed in the thesis Chapters 2 and 3), and the other is based upon measurement of minority
carrier thermionic emission current in a 3-terminal MIS structure [52]. It is the purpose of this
section is to compare these two techniques and discuss their underlying physics.
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Fig. A.5. Comparison
n between extracted tem
mperatures ass a function of applied ppower for thee two
techniquees.

Fig. A.5 shows the in
ncrease in teemperature in
n the LRS pllotted as a fu
function of appplied poweer, for
both the techniques (MIS-BT in
n blue and pulsed
p
therm
mometry in red). It is cclear that at lowhe two techn
niques show
w somewhat similar sloppe (Rth), impplying that thhe heated zoone is
biases, th
the samee and that thee definitionss of temperatture for the two techniqques are simiilar, namely most
of the heating takes place
p
at the filament,
f
and
d local filam
ment temperaature is meassured. As thee bias
increasess, the temperrature increaase sensed by
y the pulsed thermometrry reduces; pperhaps due tto the
current spreading an
nd associated
d averaging. On the otheer hand, the MIS-BT coontinues to ddetect
the peak
k temperaturre at the tip
p of the filaament. It is important tto note that we attributte the
changes in Rth to th
he expansion
n of heated zone, ratherr than changges in the ddimensions oof the
filament since we consider
c
vollatile chang
ges before aany non-vollatile switchhing takes pplace.
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Nonetheless, the filaments in the two devices may have different diameters due to the difference
in structure (MIM vs MIS, pulsed measurement sample twice thicker) and different forming
conditions. It is expected that the filament in the MIS sample would have a gap, and therefore its
Rth is expected to be higher. As the region experiencing peak temperature participates in
switching events, the temperatures detected by the MIS-BT structure serve as important data
points. Similarly, the non-linear increase in temperature (vs. power) detected by the pulsed
thermometry, sheds light on the self-limiting mechanisms responsible device functioning at
biases close to switching voltages.
Comparing between the two techniques, the temperatures extracted using the pulsed method are
expected to be slightly lower. The reason is that the MIS-BT measures the local peak
temperature at the filament tip, whereas the pulsed measurement averages the temperature across
the device. Inspection of Fig. A.5 shows that for the same functional RRAM layer, measured
under similar forming conditions the evaluated temperatures using the two techniques are quite
comparable at low-biases, with the pulsed measurement showing a slightly lower temperature. It
is evident that the two methods complement each other. The pulsed thermometry is particularly
useful when the RRAM resistance (either LRS or HRS) is <10/G0 while the MIS-BT works well
when RRAM resistance >10/G0. Moreover, the MIS-BT offers high-precision at low power
regime, below ~10μW whereas the pulsed measurements can be carried out in a wider range of
applied power.
RRAM filament thermometry has become a key for understanding the physics of RRAM devices
due to the crucial role of the temperature in these devices. We have reviewed here the two main
experimental methods to measure the filament temperature in RRAM devices. The two methods
were compared on the basis of measurements carried out on the same functional RRAM layer.
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Comparison between our experimental results and thermal simulations indicate that at low
current compliance (~10 μA) and under low power conditions (<10 μW) the filament dimensions
are below 5 nm. For higher values of the power the thermal resistance is reduced by a factor of
~100, perhaps, due to the expansion of heat generated zone around the filament (with an
additional possibility of an increase in the thermal conductivity with temperature). We concluded
that the two thermometry techniques are complementary; the MIS-BT method is useful when the
resistance of the device is in the range ~100 kΩ - 100 MΩ, under operating power conditions
relatively low (<10μW), whereas the pulsed thermometry is more suitable for devices having
resistance <500 kΩ in the range of >1 μW applied power. These values of resistance can be
either LRS or HRS of the RRAM device.
In order to extend the extraction range of the MIS-BT technique in future work, small area
devices may be used to apply high speed pulsed measurements. Bipolar transistors having similar
structures were demonstrated that exhibit cut-off frequency in the range of ~100 GHz, though the
high frequency operation of a transistor having a filament emitter is yet to be evaluated.
The thermometry techniques offer insights into: (1) Peak temperature in the filament, (2)
Geometry of the filament (3) Filament growth. (4) Dynamics of the heated zone. We point out
that these thermometry tools can be applied, in principle, to any thin film having filamentary
conduction. These experimental techniques are the tools to design materials and devices with
optimized thermal and electrical characteristics. Furthermore, these methods can be used as
characterization techniques to understand temperature-mediated physical processes during
switching.
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Appendix B:
Low-temperature forming process

In this appendix, we attempt to determine the lowest device temperature at which the
electroformation can still occur. In order to accomplish this, we optimized the device structure
and used the stage temperature of 10 K. The true device temperature, including self-heating, was
determined using a novel thermometry approach.12,13 The results , allow us to comment on the
nature of processes involved. This section has been created in collaboration with Darshil K.
Gala.
The devices used in this study were 5

5 μm2 crossbars of 10 nm TiN/ 10 nm Ta/ TaOx/10 nm

TiN with 88 nm thick amorphous TaOx functional layers. All layers have been deposited by
sputtering, on a Si substrate with 1 µm thick thermal oxide. Details of the fabrication process
have been discussed in our earlier publications.12,13 Figure 1 shows the quasi-DC electroforming
characteristics for TaOx devices at stage temperatures from 10 K to 300 K. The circuit consisted
of the voltage source, device under test and a load resistor of 25.5 kΩ connected in series. The
direction of the voltage sweep is indicated by the arrows in the figure. Each test has been
performed only once on different but nominally identical devices (< 1% variability in the
threshold voltages across die, as fabricated) as the testing permanently changes the device
characteristics. For example, the green curve in Fig. 1 represents the forming curve for a stage
temperature of 200 K. I-V characteristics of the device shows four distinct regions. The first
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region off the characcteristics is the
t high resistance of thhe as-fabricated device with the cuurrent
increasin
ng super-lineearly up to 6 V. In the second regioon at 7 V, the tangent to the I-V ccurve
becomes vertical and
d for higher currents,
c
the I-V slope tuurns negativee correspondding to a neggative
differentiial resistancce (NDR) exhibited
e
by
y the devicce. Such chharacteristicss are typicaally a
consequeence of the constriction
c
of current fllow to a narrrow filamennt.14 Also, ouur recent anaalysis
of TaOx devices confirmed thee filament fo
ormation inn the NDR rregion.12 Thhe filament, thus
formed, is
i volatile13 as the I-V cu
urves are fullly reversibl e up to this point. Whilee the temperrature
may incrrease during
g the initial thermal
t
NDR
R [Sharma A
Adv Func], the localizaation to nm sized
filament does not occcur until th
he snap has reached com
mpletion, m
making tempperature rise very
similar to
o the uniform
m conduction
n case [Sharma, Adv Funnc].

Fig. B.1. Quasi-DC electroformin
e
ng curves fo
or TaOx deviices as a funcction of stagge temperatuure.
Typically
y, the thresho
old voltage is
i defined ass the voltagee at which thhe device unddergoes an aabrupt
transition
n from the unformed
u
hig
gh resistancee state to thee conductingg state which could eithher be
volatile or
o not. Freq
quently, this voltage corresponds to the highestt voltage on the I-V currve at
which the device diffferential resistance beco
omes zero. Inn a circuit w
with low seriies resistancee, the
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‘snap’ to high conductivity state would occur at this point. However, in our circuit, as shown in
Fig. B.1, the voltage at which the abrupt transition takes place is lower (6.5 V) than zero
differential resistance point and ‘snap’ does not occur until the value of negative differential
resistance exceeds the series resistance in the circuit.12 The ‘snap’ which is the third region in
Fig. B.1 corresponds to the inclined load line of the series resistor. The fourth and last region of
the characteristics is the nonlinear OFF state of the formed device.12,15
I-V characteristics observed for 10 K, 100 K and 300 K were similar to that obtained at 200 K.
Threshold voltages monotonically decrease from about 8.2 V to 4 V between 10 K and 300 K,
while the current at threshold increases from 0.3 mA to 0.9 mA. I-V characteristics for 300 K
(black curve), after entering the NDR region, show two snaps (the first one occurs at 4 V)
marked with dotted lines. The filament formed at this stage is volatile and the device returns
back to the pristine state after the bias is reduced.12 As the current is increased further, the device
snaps again to the non-volatile OFF-state with permanently lowered resistance. After
electroforming all devices exhibited stable switching.
The important conclusion of the above observations is that TaOx devices undergo both threshold
(volatile) and memory (permanent) switching at stage temperatures as low as 10 K. However, the
true temperature of the filament where all important processes take place is considerably higher
due to Joule heating. We have estimated this temperature using a thermometry approach
discussed in detail in recent publications.12,13 The true I(V, T) characteristics of the device have
been obtained by measuring the voltage and current within the first 5 ns of a rectangular voltage
pulse. In order to avoid reflections that typically obscure fast transients, the devices have been
designed to be a matched 50 Ω waveguide in a Ground-Signal-Ground configuration with the
measurements performed by time domain transmissometry (TDT) method. The measured and
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simulated
d thermal tiime constan
nt of our dev
vices is aboout 2 s13 aand is aboutt three ordeers of
magnitud
de longer than the pulsee length. The estimated change of ttemperature during the pulse
for all investigated voltages
v
was below 5 K. Thus, one ccan considerr the plots prresented in F
Fig. 2
as true I(V,
I
T) of thee device, wh
here the tem
mperature is that of the stage withoout any distoortion
caused by
b the Joule heating. Th
he results caan be used aas a look-upp table to deetermine thee true
device teemperature during
d
the qu
uasi-DC sweeps.

Fig. B.2.. Pulsed I(V,Tstage) charaacteristics ob
btained usingg 5 ns pulses (continuouus lines) obtained
on unforrmed devicees. The dashed and daash-dotted liines corresppond to quaasi-DC I(V,T
Tstage)
characterristics includ
ding Joule heeating.

The temp
perature at the
t point off switching was
w estimatted superimpposing pulseed and quassi-DC
characterristics. In Fig
g. B.2, quasii-DC curve at
a 10 K stagee temperaturre (dashed linne) overlapss with
the correesponding pu
ulsed I(V, T)) curve up to
o 7.5 V indiicating that tthe temperatture of the ddevice
till this point
p
is equaal to the stag
ge temperatu
ure. This is expected, ass the effects of Joule heeating
are signifficant only at
a high dissip
pated power. Beyond 8 V
V, the quasi-DC line currves upwardd with
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conductivity increasing with device temperature. At some point close to the knee on the I-V
curve, the current constricts, forming a filament. For the sake of this discussion, let us assume
that the constriction occurs at the snap. Since the current at this point is uniform and the DC
curve intersects the pulsed I-V at the stage temperature of 150 K, we can assign this temperature
to the device at the moment of filament formation. If the constriction happens earlier at lower
voltage and current, the corresponding temperature would clearly be lower. The 150 K then
represents the upper bound of temperature at which the filament forms. Similar arguments can be
used at other stage temperatures giving the temperature at the point of switching between 150 K
and 350 K for stage temperatures between 10 K and 250 K.
The temperature of the device right before threshold switching event was also simulated using
the COMSOL Multiphysics finite element method solver for the range of stage temperatures.
Simulation setup and the thermal parameters used have been discussed in our previous
work12,13 with the dissipated power taken from the experiment. The results were very similar to
the temperatures extracted using experimental procedure described above.
The widely accepted mechanism for the formation of the conductive filament in TiOx, TaOx, and
HfOx-based devices is the creation, drift, and accumulation of oxygen vacancies. These are the
elementary processes leading to formation of a secondary oxygen-deficient phase in the
functional layer.6-9 The drift velocity scales with the coefficient of diffusion, which has been
extensively studied in oxides. Nakamura et al.16 investigated the oxygen diffusion in amorphous
oxides using pair distribution analysis by transmission electron microscopy and reported an
activation energy

of 1.2 ± 0.1 eV. Lowest EA calculated for orthorhombic Ta2O5 was

approximately 0.7 eV, obtained by finding the minimum energy barrier from one lattice site to an
adjacent one using the nudged elastic band method.17 Also, most device modeling efforts
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reproduced the device characteristics using values of EA ~ 1 eV.16,

18

The large value of the

activation energy allows for the stability of the filament while still making it possible to switch in
high electric fields and high temperatures. The equation describing the time between diffusion
jumps of oxygen vacancy is:

exp
where,

(1)

is the attempt frequency which is taken as 1013 s-1,

diffusion and

is the activation energy of

is the Boltzmann constant. The calculated value of

at the extracted

temperature of 150 K for an EA of 1 eV is 4 1020 s. This time is many orders of magnitude
longer than the age of the universe. This result in itself is a conclusive argument that the
threshold switching in TaOx-based devices cannot rely on diffusion of oxygen ions.
Additional information about the nature of the threshold switching during electroformation was
obtained from the analysis of the switching dynamics. The process of threshold switching is not
instantaneous and requires a certain incubation time before the device switches to the volatile
ON-state (this corresponds to the non-volatile OFF state).13,19 Incubation time in our devices was
measured using TDT where the device under test was subjected to a series of rectangular pulses
and the device voltage was monitored as a function of time (Fig. B.3). At a certain pulse
amplitude, the resistance of the device decreases abruptly during the pulse and the device voltage
drops. The delay between the leading edge of the pulse and the voltage drop was recorded as the
incubation time. This was repeated for different pulse widths and stage temperatures. What is
interesting is that the incubation time corresponding to the same voltage is identical for 10 K and
100 K. Inset shows the dependence of the incubation time on the inverse of applied voltage for
stage temperatures from 10, 100 and 300 K. It is apparent that the incubation times strongly
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depend on
o voltage at all temperaatures but do
d not depennd on temperrature betweeen 10 and 100K
(correspo
onding to trrue device temperaturee of 150 K and 250 K
K). The acttivation eneergies
determin
ned for differrent voltagess in this tem
mperature rannge were below 30 meV
V. Thus, it caan be
inferred that if the mechanism
m leading to
o creation oof the conduuctive filam
ment is therm
mally
activated
d, it has a veery low activ
vation energ
gy. If we asssume that thhe volatile O
ON state invvolves
formation
n, drift, and
d coalescencce of oxygen
n vacancies occurring iin series, then the activvation
energy should be larrger than th
he largest off the activattion energiess of individuual processees. In
ords it should
d exceed thee activation energy for ddiffusion i.e. 1 eV. Onee should notee that
other wo
the activaation energy
y for diffusio
on of ions deecreases in hhigh electric fields.20 How
wever, this eeffect
is significcant only forr the values of field mucch larger thann used in ouur experimennts.

Fig. B.3.. Transient Voltage
V
at 10
0 K and 100
0 K with inccubation timee indicated aas time to innitiate
threshold
d switching. (Inset) Incu
ubation time versus inveerse of applieed voltage ((1/ Vapplied) ffor 10
K, 100 K and 300 K stage tempeeratures.
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Most results on threshold switching are available for devices based on amorphous chalcogenides
such as Ge2Sb2Te5 with several different models proposed to explain this phenomenon. Adler et
al.21 suggested the double injection model with narrow barriers forming at both electrodes.
Ielmini et al.22 proposed a trap-hopping model in which the high electric fields lead to nonequilibrium distribution of trapped electrons that causes a sudden increase in the conductivity.
The model features a critical power-density at which threshold switching can initiate. It is to be
applicable not just to chalcogenide glasses but to most amorphous semiconductors featuring
NDR. Noman et al.13 presented the transient thermometry data, consistent with a model of
filament formation based on charge trapping. They argued that the charge trapping can give rise
to a local electric-field enhancement eventually causing a breakdown. Karpov et al.23 suggested
the field-induced nucleation model in which the critical size of conducting phase nucleates in
presence of field and shunts the electrodes leading to threshold switching. Pergament et al.24
proposed a threshold switching mechanism for VO2 based on electronically induced MottHubbard metal-insulator transition, occurring in the conditions of non-equilibrium carrier density
in the presence of an applied electric-field. Several of these processes could have low activation
energies and provide an acceptable origin of the threshold switching in binary oxides. While
more experiments are needed to select a comprehensive predictive model, our data-driven
analysis attempts to prove that the onset of forming does not lie in vacancy migration, and that if
structural changes are to occur, they must be preceded by a reversible threshold switching
process that cannot be mediated by creation or motion of vacancies.
In summary, quasi-DC measurements showed that TaOx-based devices exhibit the typical
electroforming characteristics at stage temperatures as low as 10 K. The temperatures at the point
of transition to volatile low resistance state during the quasi-DC electroforming were extracted
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using transient thermometry technique. The lowest temperature at which threshold switching was
initiated was 150 K these device. The jump frequency of the oxygen vacancies at this
temperature is 2.5 10-21 s-1. This observation excludes the oxygen vacancies as being involved
in threshold switching in oxide devices. Moreover, the incubation time needed to initiate
threshold switching showed no change from 10 K to 100 K with extracted activation energies
much lower than those needed for oxygen vacancy diffusion. Possible alternative models of the
threshold switching have been discussed to explain the initiation of threshold switching in
absence of oxygen vacancy migration.
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Appendix C:
Verilog-A model of S-NDR devices

In this appendix, we report a piece-wise linear fit based model that was developed in
collaboration with Yunus Kesim.
`include "constants.vams"
`include "disciplines.vams"
module cubic_NDR(Vtop,Vbot);
inout Vtop,Vbot;
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

Ith = 1e-6;
Ih = 20e-6;
R_ON = 500;
R_OFF = 1000000;
NDR = -3.157894736842105e+04;
V1 = 1.031578947368421;
V2 = 0.390000000000000;

electrical Vtop, Vbot;
real Rtemp, en_state, iout;
analog
begin
if (I(Vtop,Vbot) <= Ith)
V(Vtop,Vbot) <+ R_OFF*I(Vtop,Vbot);
if (Ith < I(Vtop,Vbot) && I(Vtop,Vbot) < Ih)
V(Vtop,Vbot) <+ NDR*I(Vtop,Vbot) + V1;
if (I(Vtop,Vbot) >= Ih)
V(Vtop,Vbot) <+ R_ON*I(Vtop,Vbot) + V2;
end
endmodule
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